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ABSTRACT
A novel optical surface testing method termed the grating-slit test is demonstrated
to provide quantitative measurements and a large dynamic measurement range. Although
it uses a grating and a slit, as in the traditional Ronchi test, the grating-slit test is different
in that the grating is used as the object and the slit is located at the observation plane.
This is an arrangement that appears not to have been previously discussed in the optical
testing literature. The grating-slit test produces fringes in accordance with the transverse
ray aberrations of an aberrated light beam. By using a spatial light modulator as the
incoherent sinusoidal intensity grating it is possible to modulate the grating and produce
phase shifting to make a quantitative measurement. The method becomes feasible given
the superior intensity grayscale ability and highly incoherent illumination of the spatial
light modulator used. Since the grating is used as the object, there are no significant
diffraction effects that usually limit the Ronchi test. A geometrical and a detailed physical
analysis of the grating-slit test are presented that agree in the appropriate limit.
In order to convert the measured transverse ray aberrations to the surface figure
error, a surface slope sensitivity method is developed. This method uses a perturbation
algorithm to reconstruct the surface figure error from the measured transverse ray
aberration function by exact ray tracing. The algorithm takes into account the pupil
distortion and maps the transverse ray aberration from the coordinate system of the
observation plane to the coordinate system of the surface under test. A numerical
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simulation proves the validity of the algorithm.
To demonstrate the dynamic range of the grating-slit testing method, two optical
surfaces are measured. The first surface is a polished spherical mirror with 0.6 waves of
aberration as measured with an interferometer. Using the concept of transverse ray
aberration separation, the first surface is measured without a strict alignment requirement.
The second surface is a concave ground optical surface with 275 waves of astigmatism.
The measurements from the grating-slit test yield useable surface figure information that
is in agreement with the results from other testing methods.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
Since the invention of the Ronchi test [1] by the Italian Vasco Ronchi in 1923,
professionals and amateur opticians have used this test to evaluate surface figure errors in
optical shops.

Although there are other geometrical test methods, such as the Foucault

and wire test, that are performed at or near the focal plane of an optical system, these
methods do not quantify surface errors as well as it can be done with the Ronchi test.
Unlike the evolution in sophistication of interferometric testing methods, the Ronchi test
has not been improved considerably from its original arrangement. Many laboratory
institutions and optical shops still use the Ronchi test in its original form. The modified
Ronchi test that uses an extended light source and a matching grating is also more than 50
years old. In some optical shops the Ronchi test is still considered to be the main
apparatus for coarse surface testing before an interferometer is used for a more precise
measurement. Thus, the Ronchi test was invented more than 80 years ago and little
substantial improvements have been done to it.
The Ronchi test has been primarily used in a qualitative approach rather than in a
quantitative manner. The fringes observed in the Ronchi test convey qualitative
information that an optician can use to improve the figure of an optical surface.

For
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example, by comparing actual test fringes with computer generated fringes, an
experienced optician can guide and correct the figure of an optical surface.

However, it

is possible even for an experienced optician to miss-interpret the Ronchi patterns and
make figuring mistakes. Although there are several published papers that describe
methods to quantify the Ronchi test measurements, there are still no commercial
quantitative Ronchi testers available.

Geometrical tests that measure transverse ray aberrations are capable of measuring
large figures errors and therefore they are attractive for evaluating ground surfaces. The
optical testing of a rough and large optical surface has been a practical problem in the
field of large optical surface fabrication. The testing of ground surfaces with short
wavelengths in the visible spectrum presents problems due to the strong light scattering
from the rough surface. A small rough optical surface can be tested for example by using
a mechanical stylus profilometer or an optical profilometer. However, due to the size
limitations of

profilometers, data reduction, and testing time, an interferometric test

using a carbon dioxide laser at 10.6 micrometers is an option that is often used for large
surfaces [2,3]. Nonetheless, the invisible wavelength and high power output of the carbon
dioxide laser increases the difficulties of the optical testing.
One way to perform visible wavelength interferometry or to perform other testing
methods, such as the Foucault or Ronchi test, on a rough surface is by using the technique
of waxing the ground surface to reduce the light scattering from the rough surface. Wax
is applied to the ground surface allowing it to dry and then it is buffeted to obtain a
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specular coating that allows optical testing. Another technique developed in this
dissertation is by using the technique of varnishing the optical surface as described in
Appendix C. Two experiments were conducted by varnishing ground optical surfaces to
verify that sufficient specular light was reflected from the varnished surface to allow an
optical test to be performed.
In this dissertation a novel test method called the grating-slit test which can be
made quantitative is demonstrated. The grating-slit test uses similar elements as the
Ronchi test but it is performed in a different manner. Specifically, an illuminated grating
is used as an object and then a slit is used at the image of the grating to produce fringes.
The fringes convey the transverse ray aberrations of the light beam from the surface
under test. The grating-slit test does not have the limitations of the Ronchi test regarding
grating diffraction effects which trouble and limit the usefulness of the Ronchi test. In a
quantitative geometrical test the measurement results provide the transverse ray
aberrations at the observation plane. These transverse aberrations are of little use to the
optician since the surface figure errors are what are needed. This dissertation provides
an algorithm to reconstruct the surface figure errors from the observed transverse ray
aberrations in a least square fit sense. In addition, the technique of phase-shifting is used
to obtain the transverse ray aberrations. Thus, the combination of the grating-slit test,
phase-shifting, and the surface reconstruction algorithm provides the necessary
information to obtain optical surface figure errors.
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1.2 Chapters Overview
In this dissertation there are five chapters. The first chapter gives a brief historical
review of the Ronchi test. It also reviews some recent developments in the Ronchi test.
Chapter 2 provides the necessary theoretical background of the traditional Ronchi
test. It includes the geometrical optics model and the physical optics model for both, the
Ronchi test and the grating-slit test.
Chapter 3 discusses some different types of modern light modulators and compares
their use in the Ronchi and grating-slit tests. The diffraction effects from a spatial light
modulator are briefly described.
In the first section of Chapter 4, four different methods are described to re-construct
the wavefront from wavefront differentials. The second section of Chapter 4 describes a
novel surface slope sensitivity test algorithm to reconstruct the surface figure errors from
the measured transverse ray aberrations.
Chapter 5 presents the experimental setup used and discusses the testing procedure.
A brief description of the software and the hardware components are also presented. The
measurement of two different surfaces is demonstrated and compared with the
measurement results from other testing devices.

In addition, the concept of non-null

alignment calibration is discussed.
Finally, Chapter 6 provides the dissertation conclusions.
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1.3 Historical review of the Ronchi test
The Ronchi test is a powerful and widely used method to measure surface errors
during the fabrication process. It was invented by the Italian physicist Vasco Ronchi [4]
in 1923. Ronchi observed that when the image of a straight ruling was superimposed with
itself, a kind of Moiré interference pattern was produced. He published his dissertation
based on this discovery. Later, he conducted some experiments involving his newly found
test that involved the measurement of a telescope made by Galileo and a lens made by
Torricelli. It was not long after that telescope makers started to test telescopes by using
the Ronchi’s test method. For example, Lenouvel [5] in France published a paper about
this test a few months after Ronchi published his own work.
Since the invention of the Ronchi test, many new applications other than mirror or
lens testing had been proposed. Adachi [6] used the Ronchi test to measure the optical
transfer function in 1962. Salzmann [7] in 1970 used the Ronchi test to measure the
quality of a laser beam.

Malacara and Cornejo [8] in 1971 used it to measure chromatic

aberrations. Stoltsmann [9] in 1978 proposed to evaluate the quality of a large aperture
flat mirror. Brookman [10] measured the diameter of a Gaussian beam in 1983 by using a
modified Ronchi test. The glass constants, refractive index and Abbe number, have also
been measured by Kasana [11]. Finally, Kessler and Shack [12] performed a dynamic
optical test of a high-speed rotating polygon using this method as well.

Readers who are

interested in a historical review of the Ronchi test can read the article written by Ronchi
[13] in 1964. Other articles that describe the Ronchi test more comprehensively can be
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found in the references section [14-16].
Some research about the Ronchi test has been published recently. Lin [17] describes
a three-beam method to quantify the measurements. Thompson [18] used a moving
grating to do the first phase-shifting Ronchi test. Patorski [19] made a double-pass
reversed path Ronchi test to measure a spherical mirror. Yatagai [20] used a fringe
scanning method to measure an aspherical lens. Hibino [21] analyzed the dynamic range
of the Ronchi test using a sinusoidal grating. In 2001 Gonzalez [22, 23] used a small light
modulator, a miniature LCD, as the sinusoidal grating used in phase-shifting a Ronchi
test.
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CHAPTER 2

THE RONCHI TEST

AND THE GRATING-SLIT TEST
In this chapter the theories of the Ronchi and the grating-slit test are discussed.

By

observing the optical arrangements, optical components, and fringes produced it can be
stated that the Ronchi test and the grating-slit test have similarities. However, the
theoretical geometrical and physical optic models for these tests are different.

The

geometrical optics model is based on the transverse ray aberration theory. The physical
optics model is based on a linear system approximation. The theory is based on a 4F
optical system where the grating acts as a spatial filter. Both, the physical optics model
and the geometrical optics model of the grating-slit test agree with each other when the
proper approximations are made.

2.1 The traditional Ronchi test
The Ronchi test can be explained by using geometrical optics or by using physical
optics. The geometrical theory has been explained by Malacara [24] and is based on the
transverse aberrations theory. The transverse aberrations are related to the derivatives of
the wavefront deformation at the exit pupil of the optical system under test. A limitation
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of the geometrical theory is that it cannot explain the diffraction effects of the Ronchi
grating when the spatial frequency of the grating is high. These effects were explained by
Ronchi [25] and range from additional fringes to multiple beam interference.

2.1.1 Geometrical optics theory
With reference to Fig. 2-1 assume a simplified optical system with a wavefront
deformation W, as shown in Figure 2-1 at the exit pupil that has a paraxial radius r. The
transverse ray aberration at the observation plane is TAY .

Y

Z

r

TAy

W
Figure 2-1 The relation between the wavefront and the transverse ray aberration at an observation plane.
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The derivative of the wavefront deformation W ( PX , PY ) is related to the transverse
ray aberrations TAY by the equation,

∂W ( X P , Y P ) −TAY
=
∂X P
r −W

(2-1)

For the cases of interest the wavefront aberration, W, is very small compared with r
and therefore we can neglect W and simplify the equation to,

∂W ( X P , Y P ) −TAY
=
∂YP
r

(2-2)

Thus we have obtained a simple equation between the Y-component of the transverse
ray aberration and the derivative of the wavefront. The quantity TAY is the Y-position
where the ray intercepts the observation plane. The transverse ray aberration TAY is
what can be measured by using the Ronchi test.
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Xp
W(Xp,Yp)
Yp

TAy
d
TAx

TA
TAx(Xp,Yp)

Figure 2-2 Dark fringes happen when the transverse ray aberration from the mirror is coincident with
one of the grating lines. The Ronchi fringes occur at the observation plane which is not shown. The light
source is not shown for clarity.

As shown in Fig. 2-2 in the traditional Ronchi test, a grating, either binary or
sinusoidal, is placed at or near the paraxial focus of the aberrated beam. Dark fringes
appear when the ray interception on the grating plane is coincident with a grating line so
that light is blocked by the grating. The periodicity of the grating used in the Ronchi test
permits to quantify the transverse ray aberration as conveyed by the fringes. Equation
(2-3) describes the situation when light rays are blocked by one of the grating’s lines or
dark bands,
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TAX = r ×

∂W
= Nd
∂X P

(2-3)

Where d is the pitch of the grating and N represents an integer number. By analogy, if
the grating is rotated by 90 degrees so that it is parallel to the X-axis, dark fringes occur
when,

TAY = r ×

∂W
= Nd
∂X P

(2-4)

If the two transverse ray aberration functions TAX ( X P , YP ) and TAY ( X P , YP ) are
known, then one can perform and integration to obtain the wavefront aberration W at the
exit pupil. Therefore, measuring the transverse ray aberrations in both directions is
sufficient to reconstruct the wavefront aberration.
The Ronchi test in its original arrangement and in its variants that use a pinhole, a slit,
or an extended source can be explained by using the above geometrical theory. If the
grating is placed on a micrometer-stage, one can determine the position of the paraxial
focusing position and the marginal focus position by scanning along the Z-axis. Thus, an
optician can use this method to roughly quantify the amount of spherical aberration and
determine how to proceed with the figuring process.
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2.1.2 Physical optics theory
Ronchi in his paper [13] used a Fourier optics theory to explain the diffraction and
interference effects in his test. This theory was later expanded by Adachi[6].

Y
Grating parallel in X
direction

W(Xp,Yp)

Z

P

B

X

C

Figure 2-3 The grating diffraction effect of Ronchi test causes the wavefront to split to different orders that
interfere with each other.

Consider an aberrated wavefront at the exit pupil P of an optical system as shown in
Figure 2-3. The complex amplitude of the optical field at the exit pupil can be written as,

P( xP , yP ) = I ( xP , yP ) × exp(

i 2π

λ

W ( xP , yP ))

(2-5)

Where the pupil coordinates are ( xP , yP ) , W is the wavefront deformation and λ is the
wavelength used.

We assume that the optical aperture is uniformly illuminated so that

the intensity I ( xP , yP ) is constant and can be factored out of the equation. The light
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emerging from the exit pupil of the optical system will then propagate to the focal plane
B where the Ronchi grating is located. The optical field at the focal plane is simply the
Fourier transform of the optical field at the exit pupil,

B( x B , y B ) = ∫∫ P( x P , y P ) × exp(

− i 2π
× ( x B x P + y B y P ))dx P dy P
λR

(2-6)

The Ronchi grating M ( xB , yB ) modulates light at the focal plane B serving effectively
as a spatial filter. After the Ronchi grating the field can be written as,

 −i 2π

B '( xB , yB ) = M ( xB , yB ) ∫∫ P( xP , yP ) × exp 
× ( xB xP + yB yP ) dxP dyP
(2-7)
 λR


After the light transmitted through the Ronchi grating it propagates further to the
observation plane C. Plane C is considered a Fourier plane with respect to the focal plane
B. Therefore the optical field at plane C is obtained by taking the forward Fourier
transform of the optical field B’. That is,

C ( xC , yC ) = ∫∫ B '( xB , y B ) exp(

i 2π
× ( xB xC + yB yC ))dxB dyB
λR

By using the convolution theorem we can write the optical field at plane C as,

(2-8)
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C ( xC , yC ) = ∫∫ M ( xB , y B )exp(

i 2π
× ( xB xC + yB yC ))dxB dyB ⊗ P( xC , yC )
λR

(2-9)

Now, assume the Ronchi grating is used as a binary intensity grating that is modulating in
the Y-direction with equal dark and bright bands with width, d. We can rewrite the above
function with M(x,y) in the Fourier domain as,

n
λ Rn 
 ∞ 1
C ( xC , yC ) =  ∑
sinc( ) × δ ( xC , yC +
) ⊗ P( xC , yC )
2
d 
 n =−∞ 2

(2-10)

Where, n is an integer representing different diffraction orders. We can simply equation
(2-10) to

C ( xC , yC ) =

∞

∑

n =−∞

1
n
λ Rn
sinc( ) ⊗ P( xC , yC +
)
2
2
d

(2-11)
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Figure 2-4 Separation of diffraction orders with respect to increasing the grating frequency.

In equation, (2-12), the different diffraction orders are laterally separated by the
distance

λR
d

and the intensity of each diffraction order is sampled by the

1
n
function sinc( ) .
2
2

The grating period is d and when the grating frequency is low

(large d) the different diffraction orders of light overlap with each other. If the lateral
shift between orders is very small and hardly discernible as shown in Fig. 2-4, the
resulting Ronchigram would be similar to the Ronchigram obtained with the
geometrical theory as shown in the upper part of Figure 2-4. When the grating
frequency increases, the separation between different diffraction orders also increases
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causing an order overlap that makes the fringes difficult to analyze. By further
increasing the grating frequency one causes the different diffraction orders to
completely separate from each other. The fringes only occur in the common regions of
the overlapped diffraction orders.

Thus the Ronchi test when it is used with a high

frequency grating acts as a shearing interferometer. However, there are some regions in
the pupil that produce no fringes because no adjacent diffraction orders overlap with
each other. Therefore to complete the measurement one must either rotate the grating
to move the fringe area or change the frequency of the grating to scan the region of
interest. These two additional measuring steps can make the Ronchi test more
complicated to use. Thus, when using a high frequency grating for improved sensitivity,
grating diffraction effects can limit the performance of the traditional Ronchi test.

2.2 The grating–slit test
The grating-slit test appears not to have been discussed in the open optical testing
literature and therefore no sources have been found for theories that explain this test.
Probably the popularity of the Ronchi test and its easier use has prevented scientists
from considering the arrangement of the grating-slit test. Although both tests share
similar functionalities, the grating-slit test has a stricter requirement on the grating and
light source. That is, the object grating must be small in size and irradiate light
uniformly in angular space directions. A minor drawback resulting from the relatively
small size of the grating is that little light is collected. The slit further and significantly
reduces the amount of light available to create the fringes. The Ronchi test does not
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constrain the size of the source or the grating size and therefore it does not have
illumination problems.
Thus the grating-slit test is at a disadvantage with respect to the Ronchi test
regarding the illumination of the projected fringes. However, with the development of
modern illumination schemes that use bright light sources and with the availability of
different types of spatial light modulators (SLM), the stricter illumination requirements
of the grating-slit test can satisfactorily be met.
The diffraction effects in the Ronchi test also limit the ability to use a SLM to
perform grating phase-shifting. As a result, the most important advantage of the
grating-slit test over the Ronchi test is that it does not have significant grating
diffraction problems that limit its applicability.
One important component of the grating-slit test is the sinusoidal grating used which
requires incoherent illumination. The sinusoidal grating can be produced with modern
SLM.

2.2.1 Geometrical optics theory
The grating-slit test can be explained by using a geometrical theory. Unlike the
Ronchi test, where a ray is modulated by the grating at the focal plane, the grating-slit
test uses only a slit to modulate a ray. The grating-slit test requires its own geometrical
theory. This theory involves a linear systems theory approximation. Since the observed
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fringes of the grating-slit test are equivalent to the fringes in the Ronchi test, both tests
share some theoretical similarities.

W(Xp,Yp)
P(Xa,Ya)

d
p

Optics under test

Slit
Observation
plane

Figure 2-5

The 3D view of the grating-slit test method

Consider an incoherent light source that illuminates a grating in object space that is
imaged by the optics under test as shown in Figure 2-5. The width of the single slit is
d and it is parallel to the x-axis. The light intensity seen at the exit pupil is bright only
when light passes through the slit. For small fields of view, that is, for a small grating
the wavefront function W is independent of the field position P(Xa,Ya). This linear
systems invariant property is an important and very basic assumption in the grating-slit
test.
Consider a point source P(Xa,Ya) located on the grating. Light emitted from this
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point passes through the slit only when the transverse ray aberration, TAx, satisfies the
following equation,

TAx( Xa, Ya, Xp, Yp ) = r ×

∂W ( Xp, Yp )
+ mXa ≤ d / 2
∂Xp

(2-12)

Where m is the magnification of the test configuration.
For simplicity, we can assume that the slit width d is zero. Therefore, only when the
transverse ray aberration in the x-direction is zero, light is set to passes through the slit.
In mathematical terms this requires,

r×

∂W ( Xp, Yp )
= − mXa
∂Xp

(2-13)

Now if the grating used has a pitch p, bright fringes occur only when the position Xa at
the object-grating satisfies the equation,

Xa = N × p

(2-14)

where N is an integer number. After combining equations (2-13) and (2-14) we obtain a
similar result as for the previous Ronchi test fringe equation (2-3).

r×

∂W ( Xp, Yp )
= − mNp
∂Xp

(2-15)

The only difference from the Ronchi test is the magnification ratio which is
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multiplied with the grating pitch. This product is the pitch of the imaged grating at the
focal plane. This reasoning implies that the grating-slit test is equivalent to the Ronchi
test when the imaged grating is replaced for a frequency matching real grating at the
focal plane.
In the grating-slit test a point at the grating plane produces an image or spot that
represents a point spread function. This spot is linearly shifted and intensity modulated
by the object sinusoidal grating. The slit of width d in turn samples and modulates each
of the shifted spots. Both, the spots and the slit are spatially coincident.

The air slit

can be considered to scan linearly the spots form different object locations. The lateral
position of the spots is modulated into the fringes at the observation plane. The
observed fringes of the grating-slit test look just like the observed fringes in the
traditional Ronchi test, or so called “Ronchigram”. The modulation of the fringes is
indeed from the modulation of the object sinusoidal intensity grating. This is in
contrast to the traditional Ronchi test where the entire Ronchigram is created from a
single point source. Although the traditional Ronchi test can be used with an extended
light source, each point in the extended source contributes the same whole Ronchigram
and linearly imposed with other in intensity.
In this geometrical optics theory discussion the diffraction nature of light has been
ignored. When the light passes through the slit it is diffracted and light interference
takes places at the observation plane. The following section will use physical optics
theory to explain the diffraction effects.
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2.2.2 Physical optics theory
Lens under test

A

Z1

CCD Plane

Single Slit

Imaging lens

P

Z2

B

Z3

C

Figure 2-6 The layout of the grating-slit test, please note the symbols used to represent every plane in this
figure.

The grating-slit test can be explained using a physical optics theory. The layout of
the grating-slit test is shown in Figure 2-6. We assume that the sinusoidal grating
object is illuminated by a monochromatic incoherent light source. The grating object is
then imaged by the lens at the image plane where the single slit is located. The test
system has a point spread function psf(x,y) at the image plane and the wavefront
aberration is W(x,y). The point spread function at the image plane is linear invariant
across the field of the object grating and the intensity of the point spread function is
linearly scaled by the point light source intensity, effectively by the sinusoidal grating.
Consider a point A(XA,YA) on the incoherent grating object emitting light
monochromatically with the intensity I(XA,YA). The optical field at the exit pupil of
optical system can be expressed as [26],
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P ( x A , y A , x P , y P ) = C × I ( x A , y A ) × exp(

i 2π

λ

W ( x P , y P )) ×

i 2π
iπ
2
2
exp(
( x P + y P )) × exp(
( x x + y P y A ))
λZ 2
λZ1 P A

(2-16)

Where, C is a constant, field independent, term related to irradiance that can be
neglected. The second term is the wavefront aberration introduced by the test optics.
The third term is a paraxial imaging term representing the optical power. The last term
is the 2D tilt that is associated with the position of the selected point light source at the
object plane. The light propagates to the image plane where the single slit is located.
The optical field at the focal plane is simply the Fourier transform of optical field at the
exit pupil.

B( x A , y A , x B , y B ) = I ( x A , y A ) ∫∫ exp(

i 2π

λ

W ( xP , yP )

− i 2π
i 2π
× exp(
( x P x A + y P y A )) × exp(
( x x + y B y P ))dxP dy P
λZ1
λZ 2 P B

(2-17)

This is the point spread function and therefore we can rewrite this equation as,

B( x A , y A , xB , y B ) = I ( x A , y A ) psf ( xB − m1 x A , y B − m1 y A )
Where, m1 is the magnification ratio Z2/Z1.
The slit of width d modulates the optical field as described by,

(2-18)
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B ' ( x A , y A , x B , y B ) = I ( x A , y A ) psf ( x B − m1 x A , y B − m1 y A ) × rect (

yB
)
d

(2-19)

The imaging lens images the exit pupil plane to the CCD camera plane. Thus the
optical field on the CCD plane is the inverse Fourier transform of wave function on the
grating plane. This is express as,

C ( x A , y A , xC , yC ) = ∫∫

I ( x A , y A ) psf ( xB − m1 x A , yB − m1 y A )

 i 2π

y
×rect ( B ) × exp 
× ( xB xC + yB yC )  dxB dyB
d
 λ Z3


(2-20)

By using the convolution theorem and accounting for the magnification m2 of the
imaging lens we can rearrange Equation (2-19) to obtain,

C ( x A , y A , xC , yC ) = I ( xA , y A ) ×


dyC
− xC − yC
i 2π m1
i 2π
W
x
x
y
y
+
+
exp(
(
,
)
(
))
)

C A
C A  ⊗ sinc(
λ
λ
λ
m
m
Z
Z
2
2
3
3


The large bracket of equation (2-21)

(2-21)

contains two functions that need to be

considered. The first term is the wavefront aberration and the second term is the 2D tilt
function. The tilt function produces a tilt of the wavefront about the optical axis. The
sinc function is then convoluted with the tilted wavefront at the observation plane. The
sinc function is 1D so that it is only necessary to consider the Y-direction in the
wavefront function when doing the convolution integral.
Consider a region centered at point (xc,yc) in the Y-direction as shown in Figure
2-7. Since most of the contribution to the integral comes from the region where y = yc,
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where the sinc function is centered, we can approximate the integral by selecting the
limits y =-s + yc to s + yc.
Furthermore, by making a Taylor approximation to the wave function we can rewrite
equation (2-21) as,

C ( x A , y A , xC , yC ) = I ( x A , y A ) ×
s

∫

−s



−x − y
d ( yC + y )
i 2π
( Z 3W '( C , C ) y + m1 yy A )  × sinc(
)dy
exp(
Z
m
m
Z
λ
λ
3
2
2
3



(2-22)

where W´ is the derivative of W with respect to Yc within the finite region.

W
Amplitude

Phase
Tilt

Y @X = Xc
Yc
2s
Figure 2-7

The convolution integral of tilted wavefront and sinc function along the y axis at X = Xc.

By assuming the local slope of W´ as being constant over the small region, then the
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convolution of the sinc function at point (xc,yc) can be expressed as,
s

C ( x A , y A , xC , yC ) = I ( x A , y A ) × ∫ sinc(
−s

d ( yC + y )
)
λZ 3



− x − yC
i 2π
( Z 3W ' ( C ,
) + m1 y A ) y )  × dy
× exp(
λZ 3
m2 m2



(2-23)

To simplify Equation (2-23)consider the new variable σ which allows the equation to
become a finite Fourier transform with respect to σ, this is

C ( xA , y A , xC , yC ) = I ( xA , y A ) ×
s

∫

sinc(

−s

d ( yC + y )
i 2π
σ y ) × dy
) × exp(
λ Z3
λ Z3

(2-24)

Where the variable σ is,

∂W (

σ = Z3

− xC − yC
,
)
m2 m2
+ m1 y A
∂yC

(2-25)

By the laws of first-order optics we have the following relationships,

− Z 3 − yC − dyc
=
=
= m2
Z2
yP
dy P
Now, plug into equation (2-25), and rewrite σ as,

(2-26)
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σ = Z2

∂W ( xP , yP )
+ m1 y A
∂y B

(2-27)

To investigate the relation between σ and the width of the slit d, we plot the
following equation (2-24) in Figure 2-8 and overlap three different intensity
integrals C ( x A , y A , xC , yC ) . It can be seen that the finite Fourier transform of the sinc
function resembles the infinite transform when the integration length 2s becomes large
as it would be expected. The infinite Fourier transform of the sinc function is simply a
unit rectangle function confined between d/2 and –d/2.
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Figure 2-8 Different intervals s of integration for the function C ( x A , y A , xC , yC ) are shown. With
longer intervals the integral resembles more a unit rectangular function centered at zero.

As we can see from Figure 2-8, when the local wavefront slope combined with field
tilt as conveyed by the variable σ is within the narrow confined rectangular function
range from d/2 to –d/2, the amplitude C ( x A , y A , xC , yC ) would be close to unity. Where
C ( x A , y A , xC , yC ) is the complex amplitude contribution from the illuminating point
(Xa,Ya) to the point (Xc,Yc) in the observation plane. We can write this result in the
following equation,
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C ( x A , y A , xC , yC ) ≅ 1

when

∂W ( x P , y P ) d
<
m × yP + Z 2 ×
2
∂y P

(2-28)

Thus, we can compare the function in equation (2-28) to be equivalent to the
function in equation (2-12) that we derived from the geometrical method. Based on this
mathematical derivation, the physical model matches the geometrical model exactly
when the input wavefront is a constant tilt term regardless of the slit diffraction effect!
The above derivation is based on a constant local wavefront slope over a small
region. If the sinc function is too wide, i.e. the slit width is narrow, the approximation
will not be correct and further consideration on the higher-order effects would be
necessary.

2.3 The phase shifting Ronchi test
To make the Ronchi test a quantitative method to measure aberration the
technique of phase-shifting can be used. A phase-shifting Ronchi test has been first
proposed by Thompson (1973).

Later Yatagai (1984) used it to measure an aspherical

lens. The grating phase-shifting technique allows one to quantify the transverse ray
aberrations as the function of the exit pupil position. The phase-shifting is done by
moving the grating four steps in both orthogonal X- and Y-directions. The shifted step
is a quarter of the grating line spacing. Usually the measurement precision is limited by
the errors in producing the step movements. The time required to move precisely a
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grating eight steps it a matter that requires attention.
W(Xp,Yp)

d

TA
TAx(Xp,Yp)

Figure 2-9 The phase shifting direction is perpendicular to the direction of the grating.

The basic formula for the geometrical Ronchi test can be described by transverse
ray aberration functions TAx and TAy. If the grating is parallel to the Y-direction, dark
fringes occur when,

TAx = r ×

∂W
= md
∂Xp

(2-29)

Where, d is the pitch of grating. By analogy, dark fringes occur when the grating is
rotated 90 degrees and,

TAy = r ×

∂W
= md
∂Yp

(2-30)

Where W is the wavefront aberration of the mirror or lens being test, r is the radius
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of the wavefront W, and Xp, Yp are the pupil coordinates. As stated before, if the two
functions TAx(Xp,Yp) and TAy(Xp,Yp) are known, then it is possible to reconstruct the
wavefront W .
Our goal is to find the ray intercept positions on the grating and map them into the
pupil in two orthogonal directions. One can easily come up with a method to scan the
ray, line by line, or point by point. However, this takes a long time for acquiring the
images. The technique of phase shifting with a gray scale sinusoidal grating provides
a fast method to retrieve the ray positions at the cost of an extra phase unwrapping
processes. Phase-shifting schemes of three-steps or more provide a least-square-fit
phase solution to minimize the random measurement errors. For the simplicity of
equations, a four-step phase-shifting scheme is used here.
By using a sinusoidal grayscale grating instead of a binary grating, the intensity of
the Ronchigram becomes a function of position TAx , TAy and step phase Φ=π/2 as
shown in the following equations,

I1 = (1 + cos(k × TAx + 0))
I 2 = (1 + cos( k × TAx + π / 2))
I 3 = (1 + cos( k × TAx + π ))

(2-31)

I 4 = (1 + cos( k × TAx + 3π / 2))
where k is the line frequency of the sinusoidal grating equal to 2π/pitch. The ray
intercept position can be found with,
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TAx( Xp, Yp ) = arctan(

I 3 − I1
) k
I4 − I2

(2-32)

By analogy a similar equation can be derived for TAy and therefore the two wavefront
differentials can be retrieved. In consequence, the wavefront can be reconstructed from
the two orthogonal wavefront differentials. The reconstruction methods can be either the
least square fit to Zernike coefficients or a differential iteration calculation. We will
discuss more about reconstruction methods in Chapter 4.

2.4 Phase-shifting grating-slit test
W(Px,Py)

d
p

Slit
Figure 2-10 In the grating-slit phase-shifting test method the shifting grating is located at the object
space and a slit parallel to the grating is used in the focal plane.

From the discussion in the previous section we know that the sinusoidal grating can
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be placed at the focal plane to phase shift the Ronchi grating. To do phase-shifting
measurement in the grating-slit test, a spatially incoherent sinusoidal intensity grating is
used as shown in Figure 2-10. In order to measure the transverse ray aberrations in both
X- and Y- directions, the slit is mounted on a rotation stage. The slit is then rotated to
ensure it is parallel to the sinusoidal intensity grating in the object space.
Now, we have the geometrical model in hand as derived in the previous equation
(2-12). Consider a random point (Xa,Ya) on the sinusoidal grating and the magnification
ratio of the lens under test to be m. The sinusoidal grating is uniformly illuminated in
both spatial and angular directions. Light passes through the slit only when the transverse
ray aberration TAx satisfies the following equation,

TAx( x A , y A , xP , yP ) = m × x A + r ×

∂W ( xP , yP ) d
<
∂xP
2

(2-33)

Where, W is the exit pupil wavefront aberration, d is the slit width, and Xp, Yp are the
pupil coordinates. By analogy, when the sinusoidal grating is rotated by 90 degrees and
is parallel to the X-direction, light passes through the slit only when the transverse ray
aberration TAy satisfies the following equation,

TAy ( x A , y A , xP , yP ) = m × y A + r ×

∂W ( xP , yP ) d
<
∂yP
2

(2-34)

The irradiance from the sinusoidal grating in the object space can be expressed as,
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I = I 0 [1 + cos(kx A )]

(2-35)

Where, k is the wave number of the sinusoidal grating equal to 2π/p and p is the pitch
of the grating. Since the slit has finite width d, we must consider the contribution from
each point inside the slit. Thus, the observed Ronchigram is the integration of the
transmitted rays with lateral transverse ray aberration ranging from –d/2 to d/2. We can
write the pupil intensity map I (Xp , Yp) as,
+d / 2

I ( Xp, Yp) = I 0 K

∫ [1 + cos(kx )] dTAx
A

−d / 2
+d / 2

k


= I 0 K ∫ 1 + cos( TAx(0,0, Xp, Yp)) dTAx
m

−d / 2 

(2-36)

where K is an intensity constant that is related to the distance to the grating and to the
exit pupil size of the optics under test. The slit integration can be simplified as a
convolution with a rectangular function of width d.
+∞

k


I ( Xp, Yp) = I 0 K ∫ 1 + cos( TAx)  ⊗ rect (TAx / d )dTAx
m

−∞ 

(2-37)

To analyze the effects of the convolution in the contrast ratio of the fringes, the
Fourier transform is applied to the equation, (2-38),
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1
1
1 
I 0 K δ (σ x ) + (δ (σ x −
) + δ (σ x +
))  × sinc(σ x d )
2
mp
mp



(2-38)

The Fourier transform of the grating equation (2-35) is simply a function of three
laterally displaced delta functions as shown in Figure 2-11 . In this figure, the centered
delta function is the background DC signal while the two delta functions on either side
represent the AC signal.

1/d

1/mp

Figure 2-11 The Fourier domain of the convolution of the rectangular function and the cosine
function

Thus, the fringe contrast ratio is reduced to

V = sinc(

d
)
mp

(2-39)

From Equation (2-39) we can see that the fringe contrast ratio has a minimum
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absolute value of zero when p = (Nd) /m, N being an integer.

In order to have a high

fringe contrast ratio we can either increase the period of the imaged grating or decrease
the slit width. Note, that it is not necessary to have a slit width d less than mp, the imaged
grating pitch.

For example, the second peak of the sinc function happens when

mp=1.5d, and the fringe contrast ratio V = sinc (1.5) = -0.2122. A fringe contrast ratio
of -0.2122 is still within the useable range for some high dynamic range CCD cameras.
The minus sign on the contrast ratio means that there is a constant π phase-shift term,
which will not cause any problems in producing the phase-shifting. But the decreased
contrast will increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and consequently decrease the
precision of the transverse ray aberration measurements when there are few fringes
within the test pupil. Using equation (2-39) we can rewrite equation (2-40) as,

k


I ( Xp, Yp) = I 0 K 1 + V cos( TAx( Xp, Yp)) 
m



(2-40)

The geometrical model does not consider the wave nature of light, that is, the slit
diffraction effect which was already explained in the previous section using physical
optics theory. As a result, there is a trade off between the slit diffraction effect and the
contrast ratio depicted by the geometrical model. The optimal slit width and the grating
period are usually determined by the amount of transverse ray aberration to be measured.
After looking into the fringe contrast issues, let us consider the phase shifting
measurement. By using a sinusoidal gray-scale grating generated with the spatial light
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modulator, the intensity of the Ronchigram-like pattern is a function of the positions TAx ,
TAy and the input step phase Φ=π/2. We chose a four-step phase-shifting procedure as
described by,

k
× TAx + 0))
m
k
π
I 2 ( Xp, Yp ) = I 0 K (1 + V cos( × TAx + ))
2
m
k
I 3 ( Xp, Yp ) = I 0 K (1 + V cos( × TAx + π ))
m
3π
k
I 4 ( Xp, Yp ) = I 0 K (1 + V cos( × TAx + ))
m
2
I1 ( Xp, Yp ) = I 0 K (1 + V cos(

(2-41)

where k is the line frequency of the sinusoidal grating. The ray intercepting position
TAx can be found with the equation,

TAx( Xp, Yp) =

 I −I 
m
× arctan  3 1 
k
 I4 − I2 

By analogy one can derive the corresponding equations 2-44 and 2-45.

(2-42)
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k
× TAy + 0))
m
π
k
I 6 ( Xp, Yp ) = I 0 K (1 + V cos( × TAy + ))
2
m
k
I 7 ( Xp, Yp ) = I 0 K (1 + V cos( × TAy + π ))
m
3π
k
I 8 ( Xp, Yp ) = I 0 K (1 + V cos( × TAy + ))
m
2
I 5 ( Xp, Yp ) = I 0 K (1 + V cos(

TAy ( Xp, Yp) =

 I −I 
m
× arctan  7 5 
k
 I8 − I 6 

(2-43)

(2-44)

The wavefront can be reconstructed from the two transverse aberration equations
(2-42) and (2-44). The reconstruction method can be either a simple path dependent
integral method or a more complicated weighted differential least square fitting method
which we will discuss in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3

MODERN SPATIAL

LIGHT MODULATORS

3.1 Light modulators of interest
Currently several different devices are available for spatially modulating light. With
the availability of the so-called spatial light modulator (SLM), optical information
processing and metrology have evolved significantly. There are two main classes of
SLMs: The Electrically-addressed SLM and the Optically-addressed SLM.

The

electrically-addressed spatial light modulators can be categorized into six types. (1) liquid
crystal display(LCD) , (2) digital micro-mirror device (DMD), (3) liquid crystal on
silicon (LCoS), (4) magneto-optics SLM, (5) multiple-quantum-well(MQW) SLM, (6)
acoustic-optics Bragg cell . These modulators are capable of converting data in electronic
form into spatially modulated optical signals. On the other hand, the optically-addressed
spatial light modulator (OASLM) needs a coherent or incoherent white light distribution
in order to transfer information to the coherent reading light. As a consequence, OASLM
is not suitable for the purpose of grating generation in grating-slit test.
Among these six different types of electrically-addressed SLMs, the LCD, LCoS,
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and DMD fit our experimental requirements. This is because the transverse ray
aberration measurement highly depends on the size of the array. The LCD, LCoS, and
DMD types SLMs are all readily available in large 2D array formats of 1024 by 768
pixel elements or larger. The other three types of SLMs on the other hand, are not
readily available at this size at the time of doing the research for this dissertation [26].
Thus, we only discuss the possibility of using LCD, LCoS, and DMD type SLMs in the
experiments.

3.1.1 LCD spatial light modulator
Liquid crystal displays (LCD) are popularly used in computer displays, small TV sets,
and TV projector applications. The pixel size for LCD used in computer display is greater
than 200um due to the requirements of the human eye resolution. The pixel size of
LCD modules used in projectors or HMD can be made under 15um. The operating
principle is the same for the LCD used as a spatial light modulator. The LCD used for
SLMs has better surface flatness than the LCD used for displays since good surface
flatness is not required for that application.
Following is a short description on the working principle of a liquid crystal cell.
There are some other types of LCD which are not described here but that have a similar
working principle. For more information about other types of LCD’s one can consult Ref
[27].
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Figure 3-1 A twisted nematic liquid-crystal switch (a) when the electric field is absent, the liquid crystal
cell acts as a polarizer retarder; the light is transmitted (b) When the electric field is present , the cell’s
rotator power is suspended and light is blocked [28]

When the LCD is used as a light modulator, as shown in the Figure 3-1 , the incoherent
or coherent light passes through the first polarizer and into the glass substrate of the
liquid crystal. The structure of liquid crystal molecules causes these materials to be
anisotropic in their optical behavior. When an electric field is applied across the liquid
crystal cell, the molecules align themselves to the electric field, like electric dipoles. In
consequence, the rotation of the optical axis of the LCD molecules causes both the
optical phase and the polarization of the light transmitted to be changed. Another
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polarizer is used to modulate the intensity of the transmitted light with respect to the
angle of the polarization state. Thus, by applying a voltage, the intensity of light passing
through the cell can be controlled.

Since the polarizer is used to control the grayscale of

the light intensity the transmitted light is polarized.

3.1.2 LCoS spatial light modulator

Figure 3-2 In a LCoS pixel with an index-matched indium-tin-oxide transparent electrode and field-effect
transistor, the liquid crystal acts as a spatial light modulator for the illumination passing through the cover
glass and reflecting off the bottom layer [29].

The LCoS (liquid crystal on silicon) is a micro-display technology related to LCD but
works differently. The liquid crystal material has a twisted nematic structure like a LCD,
but it is sealed directly to the surface of a silicon chip as shown in Figure 3-2. The
electrode controlling the alignment of the crystal is etched into the silicon. Using a
CMOS manufacturing process, several million pixels can fit in an area as small as one
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square inch. Therefore the fill ratio is much higher than in a LCD. The chip is coated
with an aluminized layer, which means that the LCoS is highly reflective rather than
transmissive like a standard LCD. The LCoS uses a polarizer to modulate light in a
similar way as a LCD. Therefore, the LCoS grayscale ability is inferior to one of a DMD
chip. The latest LCoS chip can only make an eight bit grayscale intensity modulation
using the help of pulsed-LED illumination.

3.1.3 DMD spatial light modulator

Figure 3-3

Schematic of two mirror-pixels comprising a typical DMD light modulator consisting of

1024 x 768 individually addressable mirror-pixels. [30]

In the case of a DMD chip the discrete pixel elements are micrometer sized mirrors
that operate in reflection. The pixel level structure of a DMD chip is shown in Figure 3-3.
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The DMD chip consists of hundreds of thousands of tilting micro mirrors each mounted
to a hidden yoke. A torsion-hinge structure connects the yoke to supporting posts. The
hinges permit a reliable mirror rotation of +/- 12 degrees. Since each mirror is mounted
atop a SRAM (Static Random Access Memory) cell, a voltage can be applied to either
one of the address electrodes, creating an electro-static attraction and causing the mirror
to quickly rotate until the landing tips make contact with the electrode layer. At this point
the mirror is electro-mechanically “latched” in the desired position.
Using a typical metal-halide or mercury arc lamp as a light source, each mirror-pixel
can be tilted to reflect light to, or away from, an intended target. In projection systems
where DMD chips are popularly used, brightness and contrast are two primary attributes
that impact the quality of the array image. With a reflective array of tilting mirror pixels,
it is important to understand the effects of four critical parameters: fill factor, mirror
reflectivity, “on” time, and diffraction efficiency. The product of these factors yields a
typical light modulator efficiency of 70% which produces high brightness and light
efficiency.
In addition to being highly efficient, the fast 15 microsecond speed at which each
mirror can modulate between the “on” and “off” states is another important advantage for
gray-scaling.

With DMD chip fourteen bits of grayscale can be achieved at a video

frame rate of 60 Hz. [30] .
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3.2

Using SLMs

Since a SLM has grayscale light modulation ability, it can used to implement a
sinusoidal grating in the Ronchi or grating-slit test. In addition, a SLM can be used to
generate a “variable frequency grating” readily through computer control. The grating
phase-shifting technique can also be done “on-the-chip”. In 2001, Gonzalez first explored
this concept and used a small SLM, a miniature LCD, as the sinusoidal grating used in
phase-shifting the Ronchi test [22, 23]. The optical testing results from his experiments
were reported successful given that he obtained a low RMS error of λ/200.

We did an

experiment similar to Gonzalez‘s experiment but with a DMD chip. We found that the
grating diffraction effects from the DMD chip are problematic in the Ronchi test. Some
techniques have been developed to solve the grating diffraction problem but they
appeared not to be effective. Thus, instead of using the DMD chip in the focal plane as
the Ronchi test grating, we used the DMD chip in the object space in the grating-slit test.
This change was a success since the diffraction effects from the DMD grating were
completely eliminated

3.2.1 Using SLMs in the Ronchi test
Due to the different operating characteristics of SLMs, not all of them are suitable
for use in the Ronchi test. For example, a LCD SLM tends to induce a tunnel diffraction
effect to the light passing through it and only operates at a single wavelength. This LCD
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tunnel diffraction effect was shown in the figures of Gonzalez’s published paper [23].
This effect comes from the higher thickness to width ratio when light passes through the
LCD module. The LCoS SLM has similar characteristics as the LCD SLM but with less
tunnel diffraction as they use the same operation principle. The DMD SLM, on the other
hand, does not have such problems. Thus, the DMD looks like the best SLM choice to the
phase-shifting Ronchi test given its time-sequential gray scaling ability. We did the very
first phase shifting Ronchi test with a DMD SLM. The experiment was not as successful
due to the grating diffraction effects generated from the DMD. Thus, in the following
section, we will discuss the grating diffraction and how it happens. In advance, two
methods are proposed to solve the grating diffraction problem.

Please note that this

discussion is not limited to the DMD SLM, it is applicable to other types of SLM as well.

3.2.1.1 Diffraction effects from SLMs
Imaging lens

Lens under test
Pinhole
Source

Figure 3-4

CCD Plane

Modulator

The diffraction effect of a light modulator causes the incoming light to split into different

diffraction orders after being modulated Note that the colors represent different diffraction orders of light.
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Diffraction effects of a SLM occur when the optical fill ratio is less than 100%. The
optical fill ratio is defined as the ratio of the area of the active pixel to the total working
area of the modulator as shown in the Figure 3-5. Currently a DMD chip, among the
different types of SLMs, has the highest fill ratio of about 85%. Thus, with its high
reflective micro mirror surface, it has the least diffraction effects. In the following section,
we will discuss the diffraction effects of the 0.7” XGA DMD chip made by Texas
Instrument. This discussion is not limited to only DMD it also applies to other types of
SLMs.

Y

X

P=13.68um

g = 1.05um

Figure 3-5 The DMD chip is shown in a 2D layout. The dark area is the gap with near zero reflectivity
and blue area is the pixel active area.

Consider the experimental setup in Figure 3-4. The complex optical field of the
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modulated reflected light from the DMD can be expressed as,



x
y 
g( x, y ) × comb( ) × comb( ) ⊗

p
p 


R( x, y ) = psf( x, y ) × 

exp(iα ( x + y )) × rect( x ) × rect( y )  

p−g
p − g  


(3-1)

where psf(x,y) is the point spread function of the incident test beam, and g(x,y)
represents the sinusoidal grating. The other terms in the right bracket are related to the
DMD dimensional characteristics. The exp(iα(x+y)) term is the prism equation coming
from the micro mirror diagonal direction tilt of twelve degrees. P is the pixel pitch
distance and g is the dark gap between each pixel. If the optical fill ratio of the DMD
chip is 100%, the dark gap vanishes and g is zero. As a result, the diffraction effect will
disappear as well.
The far field Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of R(x,y) observed on the CCD plane
is simply the Fourier transform of R(x,y).

[

[

]]

 F{g(x, y)}⊗ comb(pσ x ) × comb(pσ y ) 


F{R(x, y)} = W(σ x ,σ y ) ⊗  δ ((σ x −α),(σ y −α))

× ⊗ sinc(( p − g)σ ) × sinc(( p − g)σ )  
x
y 

 

[

]

(3-2)

For simplicity all the constant phase and intensity terms are dropped in this
equation.
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The first term is the wavefront aberration W(x,y) from the optics under test. In the
right bracket, it is assumed that the bandwidth of the grating is small compared with the
pixel spacing p so that we can use a delta function to represent the grating function in the
Fourier domain without aliasing by the comb function. Since the characteristic equation
is symmetrical about the X and Y axis, we only need to discuss the function on one axis.
Figure 3-6 is the plot describing this function along the Y axis.

shift by α

σ
lambda/(p-g)
lambda/p

Figure 3-6 The diffraction order is shifted by the micro mirror tilt action

In
Figure 3-6it is clear that the sinc function is shifted an angle α by the mirror tilt
action angle α. The comb function samples the sinc function at intervals of λ/p. The
discrete sampled values represent different diffraction energy orders respectively. The
peak diffraction order is always the signal and the rest of the diffraction orders can be
treated as the interference noise. If the peak diffraction order is not centered at the peak of
the sinc function, then the unwanted side diffraction orders will become stronger in
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comparison to the peak diffraction order. For a fast optical system, many different
diffraction orders of the reflected test beam will overlap with each other. This
dramatically reduces the fringe contrast ratio. If the light source is temporally incoherent,
dispersion interference fringes will occur and further reduce the contrast ratio.

3.2.1.2 Using a spatial filter to filter out unwanted
diffraction orders
DMD chip

Spatial filter

df
Figure 3-7 The use of a spatial filter to filter out unwanted diffraction orders

As shown in Figure 3-7, by focusing the test beam at a spatial filter after the DMD
chip, the unwanted diffraction orders can be filtered out. This technique was
demonstrated in the preliminary experiment and worked well on a lens with less than ten
waves of spherical aberration.

This filtering method may reduce the test sensitivity if

the test beam has a small point spread function compared with the defocus amount δf. On
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the other hand, if the point spread function width is too large, the pinhole may not be able
to completely filter out other unwanted diffraction orders. When the point spread function
is too large compared with the defocus shift on the spatial filter plane, different
diffraction orders can not be completely separated either.

3.2.1.3 Wavelength selection and tilt plane
We can tilt the DMD chip plane or change the wavelength so that the peak of the
sinc function coincides with one of the signal diffraction orders and the side diffraction
order energy ratio will be reduced. To do this, the tilt angle would be an integer number
of the diffraction angle. That is,

α = m×λ / p

(3-3)

where m is the integer number.
The energy ratio of the strongest diffraction order to the signal will be,

 ( p − g )
Ratio = sinc 

 p 

2

(3-4)

By substituting the DMD chip dimension with p = 13.68um and g = 1.05um into
equation 3-4, the ratio value equals 0.0068 or about 1/147. Consider the pixelization of
gray scaling where the DMD generate a grayscale cosine grating over just a few pixels,
then this diffraction error can be safely ignored. This approximation holds only a when
few pixels are used to generate the sinusoidal grating.
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In practice, it is expensive to use a narrow band and a spatially incoherent light source
to fit the diffraction order. Thus, the idea of using a light modulator in the image plane is
still not practical in terms of cost.

3.2.2 Using SLMs in the grating-slit test
Optics under test
Relay lens

CCD Plane
Slit

Incoherent
light source
Imaging lens

Figure 3-8 Layout when using an illuminated SLM as an object grating. Note that the SLM can be
self-illuminating. In the figure, the incoherent light source is imaged to the SLM plane by the relay lens to
provide illumination.

To use a grating in the grating-slit test for phase-shifting, a spatially uniform light
source is required. This is because during the phase shifting process, the measured phase
is sensitive to intensity variations. Traditionally, it has been difficult to produce sinusoidal
intensity gratings on film to have fairly uniform irradiance at all angular spectrum
directions.

Light modulators like DMD, on the other hand, will have uniform irradiance

due to the modern illumination design which incorporates the use of an integrating light
pipe. The modern commercial projector that uses SLMs has a relative illumination
difference less than 10% from the center to the corner. It has been designed such that the
difference is barely discernable by the human eye, even at the very corner of the frame.
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When using a SLM to generate a sinusoidal intensity grating, the grating non-uniformity
is a combined effect of the pixel based gray scaling and the integration over the imaged
slit width.

The phase-shifting on a DMD is simply a pixel based intensity gray scaling

with up to fourteen bits of capability. Thus, the pixel based gray scaling is near perfect
considering that the best CCD camera A/D is usually less than 12 bits.

Also, the

modulating slit integrates the intensity over its width d which is usually near the center of
the frame. As a result, only a few pixels near the center of the frame are used to generate
the grating where the illumination is the most uniform in the DMD chip. As a result, the
DMD SLM can provide a much more uniform intensity sinusoidal grating than the earlier
film-based gratings.
However, some types of the SLMs, like DMD chips are not self-illuminating. This
means that the light emitting from the SLM surface is relayed from the illuminating
optics as we have shown in the Figure 3-8. The imaging and aberrations from the relay
optics can impact the spatial coherence of the light. The spatial coherence property causes
the grating diffraction effects. This is equivalent to using the SLM to test the illumination
optics wavefront at the focal plane. To investigate this problem, consider the diffracted
far field illumination pattern F (σ x , σ y ) . The following equation is derived from equation
(3-2) where the incoming wavefront aberration is due to the relay optics,

F { g(x, y)} ⊗ comb( pσ x ) × comb( pσ y )

 



F(σ x ,σ y ) = WI (σ x ,σ y ) ⊗  δ ((σ x −α),(σ y −α))


× 


p
g
p
g
σ
σ
⊗
−
×
−
sinc
(
)
sinc
(
)

(
)
(
  
x
y )  


(3-5)
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where WI (σ x , σ y ) is the aberration from the illumination optics.
This equation shows that if the illumination optics has no aberrations, then the
WI (σ x , σ y ) term is a constant piston term. The far field F (σ x , σ y ) will be a constant
term as well via the convolution theorem. This is the ideal situation in which we can
approximate the light emitting from the grating as spatially incoherent. But in reality, the
relay optics does have aberrations which can impact the amount of grating diffraction
effects.

From the discussion in the previous section about the grating diffraction effects, the
far field illumination on the optics under test is the convolution of the illuminating
wavefront and the spatial light modulator diffraction characteristic function. Thus, the
intensity at the entrance pupil of the test optics will be non-uniformly distributed.
However, a very important feature of the SLM is that every single pixel on the SLM has
the same far field pattern. As a result, we can approximate the gray scaling of each pixel
will only scale its far field pattern intensity. The phase-shifting technique eliminates this
problem due to the pixel based operation on the pupil plane. However, the non-uniformly
illuminated entrance pupil will have a non-uniform AC modulation level from the grating
diffraction. Consequently, there will be a non-uniform modulation index map after
acquiring different phase shifted frames.

Thus, even though the grating diffraction

effects produce a non-uniform illumination they do not affect the phase measurement.
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CHAPTER 4 WAVEFRONT AND
SURFACE SAG RECONSTRUCTION
In the previous chapter we discussed different types of SLMs and showed how to
use them in grating phase-shifting. The phase-shifting grating-slit test measures the
transverse ray aberrations of an optical system and then quantifies them as a function of
the observation plane position. However, the transverse ray aberration function is not
what the optician needs in the optical fabrication process. Instead, what is needed is the
wavefront error or the optical surface figure error. Thus, in this chapter, we will discuss
some methods to derive the exit pupil wavefront error from the transverse ray aberration
function. Also, a slope sensitivity surface reconstruction algorithm is developed to
reconstruct the surface figure error by exact ray tracing combined with the pupil mapping
function to solve problems of pupil distortion. In the last section of this chapter the
wavefront RMS from the two directional wavefront derivatives is discussed. We conclude
that a larger data grid is more resistant to random wavefront derivative errors when the
wavefront is integrated in a least-squares-fit sense. The slope sensitivity surface
reconstruction algorithm reconstructs the surface sag in a least-square-fit sense without
down sampling the transverse ray aberrations. Thus, this algorithm is excellent in
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combination with the phase shifting grating-slit test.

4.1 Wavefront reconstruction
As discussed in chapter 2, the transverse ray aberrations at the image plane are a
function of the exit pupil wavefront aberration derivatives. By rearranging equations
(2-3) and (2-4), we can write,

∂W ( Px, Py )
r
=
TAx( Px, Py )
∂Px

(4-1)

Similarly, the transverse ray aberrations in the y direction are,

∂W ( Px, Py )
r
=
TAy ( Px, Py )
∂Py

(4-2)

Thus, we can integrate the two x and y directional equations to get the exit pupil
wavefront errors. There are methods that had been developed to integrate the two
dimensional differentials as described in [31-33]. Some of these methods are in the
sense of a least-square-fit, while other methods use a path dependent integral.

4.1.1 Simple path dependent integral
The path dependent integral method is a simple and efficient approach. As the first
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step, we integrate the derivatives in both the x and y direction to obtain the1-D sectional
profiles as follows:

WX = r ∫ TAX ( p X , pY )dp X

(4-3)

WY = r ∫ TAY ( pX , pY )dpY

(4-4)

A 2-D distribution of the aberration function is reconstructed by moving each
sectional profile of the aberration function for one direction up and down to fit the
selected sectional aberration profile of the other direction. The selected sectional profile
can be the central line or the line that has the least noise.
This method is extremely fast in computation and easy to code. However, it is very
important to select the appropriate line profile to integrate over because the integration
accuracy is extremely sensitive to noise and aliasing from the selected line profile. As a
result, it is not the best method to reconstruct the wavefront. However, it is a fast way to
start a solution to the least-square-fitting method so that the computation time can be
shortened.

4.1.2 Zernike polynomials fit
The Zernike polynomials were first derived by Frits Zernike in the 1930s and
extended to the computation of non-rotationally symmetric aberrations by B. R. A.
Nijboer in the late 1940s[34]. Since then, they have been employed with great success for
the analysis of optical systems. Mathematically, the Zernike polynomials are an
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orthogonal basis set of polynomials described over the unit circle. The singularity of both
the x and y directional derivatives keeps this orthogonal property as well [35] .
The Zernike polynomials are defined over a circular pupil and may be decomposed into a
radial and azimuth product.

Z m ( ρ ,θ ) = Rn ( ρ ) Bm (θ )

(4-5)

Bm (θ ) = eimθ

(4-6)

Where

And
n−m
2

Rnm ( ρ ) = ∑ (−1) s
s =0

(n − s )!
ρ n−2 s
 n+m   n+m 
s !
+ s  !
− s !
2
2




(4-7)

In practical use the Zernike polynomials are defined in orders. Note that there is not
a universal standard in the ordering. In this work we use the University of Arizona (UA)
Zernike polynomials set which have a total of 37 terms. Each term of the UA Zernike
polynomial set is defined and listed in Appendix A. The first term, labeled 0, is piston
while the last term, labeled 36th is a high-order axially symmetric term. The Zernike
polynomials can be used to fit a circular wavefront in a least square sense due to their
orthogonal property. The use of Zernike polynomials requires that the pupil be circular
and unobstructed. If it is not so, the polynomial terms may not be orthogonal.
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To use Zernike polynomials in a least square fit method, we need to write the
equation so that the wavefront aberration, W is a linear superposition of the different
Zernike polynomials as shown in Equation 4-8. The Zernike coefficient of each term is
Cn.
36

W = ∑ Cn × Z n

(4-8)

n =0

Since we want to fit the two directional derivatives, we need to express this equation
in terms of both the x and y derivatives. That is,

dZ
dW 36
= ∑ Cn × n
dx n=0
dx

(4-9)

dZ
dW 36
= ∑ Cn × n
dy n=0
dy

Now, we treat both derivatives as one system of linear equations and combine the
2D wavefront W and the derivatives into a 1D system of linear equations. Then, equation
(4-9) becomes

dZ xy C = dWxy

(4-10)
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Where dZ xy is an input matrix,

C is the Zernike Coefficients matrix, and dWxy

is the output matrix of the linear system of equations. If the phase data size is an m X m
square data matrix, the above variables can be represented as,

dZ xy

  dZ1 (1,1)

dx

M

  dZ (m, m)
 1
dx

=
dZ1 (1,1)
 
dy


M

  dZ1 (m, m)

dy


C = ( C0

K
O
L
K
O
L

dZ 36 (1,1)  
  dW (1,1)  




dx
dx



M
M







dZ 36 (m, m)
dW (m, m)  



dx
dx



dW xy = 
dZ 36 (1,1)   and
dW (1,1)  


 
 
dy
dy





M
M


 


  dW (m, m)  
dZ 36 (m, m) 



dy
dy




C1 L C36 )

Thus, we can apply a normal linear system least-squares method to solve for C . The
first step is to multiply by the transpose matrix of dZ xy so that,
T

T

dZ xy dZ xy C = dZ xy dWxy

(4-11)

We can use a singular value decomposition (SVD) method to find the inverse matrix
T

of dZ xy dZ xy which is a Hermitian matrix [36]. Thus,

T

T

C = (dZ xy dZ xy ) −1 dZ xy dWxy

(4-12)
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T

where (dZ xy dZ xy ) −1

is the pseudo-inverse matrix returning the least-squares and

minimum-norm solutions for equation (4-10).
When used in discrete numerical data fitting, generally the orthogonal property will
not hold well [37]. When using the Zernike polynomials to fit the data set, it is difficult to
perfectly align the optical axis of the measured data with the central coordinate of the
Zernike polynomials. This will introduce higher order residuals and possibly require over
37 polynomial terms to eliminate residue errors. The Zernike polynomial is a set of
global polynomials which means that it is difficult to fit a localized data feature with a set
of finite number of polynomials.

4.1.3 Iterative Fourier transform
This method was developed to solve the Poisson equation by Roddier (1990) [38].
To understand the Poisson equation, first let us look at the Laplacian operator. The
Laplacian operator is defined as the summation of second derivatives of a function in
the x and y directions

∂W 2 ( x, y ) ∂W 2 ( x, y )
∆ ( x, y ) =
+
∂x 2
∂y 2
2

By taking the Fourier transform on the Poisson’s operator we can obtain,

(4-13)
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 ∂W 2 ( x, y ) 
 ∂W 2 ( x, y ) 
F ∇ ( x, y )  = F 
+F 

2
2
x
y
∂
∂




2

(4-14)

Then we use the derivative theory of the Fourier Transform to derive the
following equation,

 ∂W 2 ( x, y ) 
 ∂W ( x, y ) 
F
i
2
πσ
F
=
= −4π 2σ x2 F [W ( x, y )]
x

2


 ∂x 
 ∂x


(4-15)

Combining equation (4-14) and (4-15) we obtain,

F ∇ 2 ( x, y )  = −4π 2 (σ x2 + σ y2 ) F [W ( x, y ) ]

(4-16)

From Equation (4-16) we find that the Laplacian operator is simply the
multiplication of the wavefront function W(x,y) with (σ x2 + σ y2 ) . We can also write the

operator in Fourier derivatives from the left side of the equation (4-15),
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 ∂W ( x, y ) 
 ∂W ( x, y )  
+
F
σ
σ x F 
y
 ∂y  
∂y 
−i −1 



W ( x, y ) =
F
2
2


2π
σx +σ y





(4-17)

The method works well for a wavefront without any mask, i.e. the whole data
matrix is filled with the wavefront derivatives. In practical usage, the aperture is usually a
circular one within the data matrix, thus an extrapolation method is needed to find the
data outside the pupil. The proper boundary condition must be applied to avoid high
frequency errors produced by the pupil edge. Dividing by the (σ x2 + σ y2 ) term can help
to reduce the high frequency component just like a filtering effect. After the iterative
Fourier transform, the wavefront is not restricted to the inner pupil area. The calculation
flow chart is shown in Figure 4-1
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Figure 4-1 The Iterative Fourier transform algorithm to find the wavefront from the wavefront slopes,
adapted from Roddier (1991) [38]

There is

also an alternate iterative Fourier Transform method proposed by

Roddier in his published paper[38]. Instead of working on the first derivative of the
Fourier transform as shown in equation (4-17), the Laplacian operator of the Fourier
transform is used as in equation (4-16). The Neumann boundary condition is applied to
ensure that the second derivative of the wavefront inside the pupil and outside the pupil is
the same. The Neumann boundary condition is applied on the band of boundary pixels
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such that they have zero first derivatives along the x and y directions. This will let them
have the same curvature inside and outside the pupil. The flow chart of the second
method is shown in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2

The alternate Iterative Fourier transform algorithm to find the wavefront from the

wavefront slopes, adapted from Roddier (1991) [38]
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4.1.4 Weighted least square fit
The weighted least square fit method is based on the normal un-weighted least square
method which has been discussed in the previous Zernike polynomials fit method. The
weight mask can help to eliminate integration errors resulting from bad pixels that have
inconsistencies with their neighborhood pixels, which is not uncommon in wavefront
slope testing.

Thus instead of integrating through the bad pixels, which would

propagate errors into the nearby area pixels, the weighted method ignores and integrates
around the bad pixels and dramatically reduces the errors induced. Before analyzing the
weighted least square fit method, it would be instructive to first look at the un-weighted
least-squares-fit solution to determine linear solutions. We have that,

D × W = dWxy

(4-18)

where D is the differential operator on the wavefront vector W and dWxy is the vector that
has the wavefront slope in the x and y directions. To determine the weight mask on the
data matrix, the local variance of the wavefront slope can be used. If the mask is given by
matrix M, the un-weighted equation (2-17) can be written as

M × D × W = M × dWxy
The resulting normal linear equation is,

(4-19)
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DT × M T × M × D × W = DT × M T × M × dWxy

(4-20)

Now, we assume another Hermitian matrix A, and a matrix B such that,

A = DT × M T × M × D
(4-21)

B = DT × M T × M × dWxy
Then equation (4-20) can be written in A and B as,

A ×W = B

(4-22)

We can use the standard LSQR (Sparse Equations and Least Squares) or PCG
(Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient) algorithm to solve equation (4-22) since the sparse
matrix A is a large sparse and close to the identity matrix. Both algorithms give solutions
W such that it minimizes the function norm( B −

A ×W ) .

For readers who are

interested with detailed information about algorithms for solving linear equations like
PCG and LSQR, please refer to references [39] and [40]. In the numerical experiment
demonstrated in a later section the LSQR method was chosen for its better convergence
performance and availability from the Matlab programming software.

4.2 Surface sag reconstruction
To reconstruct the optical surface from the transverse ray aberration, one might
attempt to perform a “two-way” ray trace. The “two-way” ray trace method consists of
tracing ray fans from object space and the testing plane where the transverse ray
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aberrations are measured, so that both ray fans will coincide on the optical surface. The
surface can be determined by both ray fans where they intersect at the interface such that
both ray fans satisfy Snell’s law. To my knowledge at the time of this writing, no one has
ever used this type of two-way ray tracing technique to do surface reconstruction.
One possible method is to use commercially available ray tracing software like
Zemax, CodeV or Oslo to do surface fitting by using the built in optimization function.
The optimization routine is used to find the values of the system variables to fit the
defined set of constraints. In our case these variables are the surface figure errors of the
surface under test and the constraints are the measured transverse ray aberration on the
focal plane. Thus, to fit the measured transverse ray aberrations, we must write a merit
function such that it has all the measurement information, i.e. the transverse ray
aberrations. Usually this is impractical because the merit function will have a very large
set of constraints.

For instance, if we have 200 by 200 measurement points on the CCD

plane, the number of constraints in the merit function will be as large as 80,000 for both
the x and y data. This large value will require an impractical amount of time to compute
given the processing speeds of present day personal computers.

Down sampling the

transverse ray data grid will help increase the optimization speed, however, it reduces the
lateral resolution on the tested surface and it will make the measurement more sensitive
to random phase noise. Higher order spherical aberration, for example, tends to be
smoothed out in the down sampling process. Thus, a slope sensitivity surface
reconstruction algorithm is developed in this dissertation to overcome this difficulty.
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4.2.1 The slope sensitivity surface reconstruction
algorithm
n

1

n

2

δθ

P

δα

Figure 4-3

The surface normal rotated a unit dα and the refracted ray path deviated dθ while the

incident location on the optical surface tested is retained.

Assume that we have the transverse ray aberration function of an optical system and
an optical surface to be fitted from the transverse ray aberration function.

This surface

can either be a refractive surface or a reflective surface; the refractive surface is analyzed
in our case. The concept of slope sensitivity test is close to the perturbation used in the
tolerance analysis of an optical system. The surface is divided into many small grid
surfaces and the perturbation is applied to the slope of each small grid surface. The
sensitivity of each grid surface is measured as the change in transverse ray aberration
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divided by the unit perturbation.
Consider point P at the optical surface as shown in Figure 4-3 with different
refractive indices, n1 and n2, on either side of the surface. The surface normal is rotated
in the X-Z plane by δα and thus the refracted ray is deviated by δθ. The surface normal is
rotated by a known amount δα called the slope perturbation of the grid surface. This new
surface normal will be different from the original surface normal direction at point P
though the surface shape does not change. The refraction on the surface still obeys Snell’s
Law, even though the new surface normal is not the physical one. This can be written in
Snell’s equation as,

n1 sin(α + ∂α ) = n2 sin(θ + ∂θ + ∂α )

(4-23)

Similarly in the y direction we can rotate the surface normal in the Y-Z by δβ such
that,

n1 sin( β + ∂β ) = n2 sin(ϑ + ∂ϑ + ∂β )

(4-24)

The focal plane does not need to be immediately behind the tested surface. For
example, it is possible that the deviated ray can propagate through a complex optical
system and finally intercept the focal plane. Now after tilting the surface normal in the x
and y direction, the ray intercept position on the focal plane shifts from its original point
O to point A and B respectively as shown in Figure 4-4. Since the ray intercept locations
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uuur
before and after normal tilt are known, the shift can be represented as the vector OA and
uuur
the vector OB . Point C on the focal plane is the target point to move the ray interception
position O.

Point C can be a measured transverse ray aberration data point or a

uuur
designated value. Thus, there is the target OC in the focal plane which can be written as
uuur
uuur
the linear combination of OA and OB in the following equation,

uuur
uuur uuur
OC = aOA + bOB

(4-25)
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Y

C
B

Tilt β

A
Tilt α

O

X
Figure 4-4 The ray intercept location on the focal plane point A and point B after the slope sensitivity
test in the x and y direction respectively. To reach the target point C from point O, the ray movement
on the focal plane is a linear vector combination of tiltα and tiltβ. Please note that tiltα is not
necessarily parallel to the x coordinate axis.

Within the paraxial region, it can be assumed that the shift of the ray interception
position on the focal plane is linearly proportional to the tilt of the surface normal on the
tested surface. The iteration process will let point O converge to point C in the correct
direction even if linearity is not perfect. With this linear relation, the corrected surface
slope on point P can be written as the surface normal change as,
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∂Z ( x p , y p )
∂x
∂Z ( x p , y p )
∂y

= aα
(4-26)

= bβ

By applying this method over the finite discrete points of the optical surface, the
corrected slope points over the entire surface can be derived. By integrating over the
discrete dz/dx and dz/dy points of the surface, the corrected surface sag can be obtained.
The new surface sag Z’ is given by,

Z ' = Z + ∆Z

(4-27)

Where Z is the original surface sag and ∆Z is the step sag from the integral of
surface slope dz/dx and dz/dy.

This is exactly the same problem as the wavefront

reconstruction as in Section 4.1. We can choose from any one of the methods, path
dependent integral, Zernike polynomials fit, Iterative Fourier transform, or Differential
least square fit method to integrate the surface sag.
After the first surface sag integral, the rays in the ray-fan will start to converge to
their designated positions especially within the paraxial region of the lens. A second or
third integration is usually necessary to bring the marginal rays to the designated ray
interception positions. The convergence speed depends on how far the target position is
from the current design and it usually converges in the paraxial region first, and last in the
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marginal region. . This is due to the change of interception position after the sag is added
to the surface; the displacement is usually greater at the marginal region than at the
paraxial region.
Note that unless the surface sag is fitted and represented in Zernike polynomials,
the surface sag is a type of grid sag surface which is formed by a uniform grid mesh in
the x and y direction. It is also the so called free-form surface. To trace rays accurately
through this type of surface, bicubic or spline interpolation methods must be used to
generate a smooth gradient through the grid surface. Thus, even though the given grid
number is small, the interpolated surface gradient is smooth and accurate. A discussion on
the grid size and the accuracy will be given in the following numerical simulation
section.
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4.2.2 Ray mapping and interpolation
Stop
Surface under test

Observation plane

CCD Plane

Object

( xTS , yTS )

( xOP , yOP )

Slit

Imaging lens

Figure 4-5 The red line ray trace is one of the “ray coordinates” used to map the ray from the
observing plane to the surface under test. The observation plane is assumed linear and distortion free
mapped from the CCD plane by the imaging lens behind the slit.

Unless the optical surface tested is a single mirror surface, we will have pupil
distortion problems in which the coordinate of measured transverse ray aberrations is
distorted and different from the coordinate of the surface tested. Thus, to reconstruct the
surface sag error of the surface under test, both coordinates of the measured transverse
ray aberration and the coordinate of the surface tested must be mapped.
The CCD camera measures intensity variations of each pixel in each phase-shifting
step and converts the intensity frames to wrapped phase with a 2π modulus via equation
(2-41). This wrapped phase is then unwrapped and converted into the transverse ray
aberration as a function of the position of the camera CCD plane. The camera CCD plane
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is simply the linear mapping of the observation plane by the imaging lens. Thus the
transverse ray aberrations can be written as a function of observation plane position. The
off-axis image distortion of the imaging lens is small and negligible. Now the mapping
goal is to convert the transverse ray aberration position from the function of position of
the observation plane to the function of position of the surface under test. This can be
written in the following equation as,

TA( xOP , yOP ) → TA( xTS , yTS )

(4-28)

where the subscript OP is the observation plane and the subscript TS is the tested
surface. To find the mapping between the two surfaces, the traced rays are used to
connect both of the surface coordinates. As shown in Figure 4-5, the rays are traced from
a known position at the system stop. This ray intercepts both surfaces at ( xOP , yOP ) and
( xTS , yTS ) respectively. Thus, the traced ray is used as an intermediate coordinate
between the two surfaces which we will call the ray coordinate. The transverse ray data is
first converted into the ray coordinate and then the ray coordinate is converted to the
coordinate of the surface under test. Since only finite rays are traced within the pupil, the
interpolation of ray data is necessary so that each small surface grid on the test surface
has data. This interpolation process is necessary in both conversions from the observation
surface to the ray coordinate and the ray coordinate to the test surface. This interpolation
method is based on a Delaunay triangulation of the data that uses the quick hull technique
[41].
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4.2.3 Implementation
To carry out this algorithm the most flexible way is to program custom ray tracing
software but this is technically challenging and well beyond the scope of this work.
Commercial ray tracing software packages such as Zemax, CodeV, and Oslo are
obviously not sufficient for this iteration process without some modifications. Even with
the macro script support in these software packages, it is still not possible for users to
write some of the mathematic functions required for the reconstruction iterations. Among
these software packages, only Zemax [42] has the DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange)
capability which makes it possible to link the Zemax ray tracing engine with some
external math programming softwares such as Matlab, making algorithm integration
possible. The DDE is a protocol within the Windows operating system that links between
programs and dynamically shares data being used. Thus, in this work the DDE link in
Matlab combined with the Zemax user defined surface is utilized to implement the
algorithm. This method also has the advantage for users who know how to use Zemax,
because they can layout the optical system in the familiar way they are used to.
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Trace through system with
alpha =0 and beta =0

Ray Coordinate Mapping

rotate normal by beta

rotate normal by alpha

dTAx(ray) and dTAy(ray)

convert to dz/dx(ray) and dz/dy(ray)

map to dz/dx(Sx,Sy) and dz/dy(Sx,Sy)

2D integration to get dZ(Sx,Sy)

Plug Z’= Z+dZ into user defined surface

Trace and evaluate RMS error of TA
Bad RMS
Good RMS
Finish!!

Figure 4-6 The flow chart of the surface reconstruction process.
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The surface reconstruction flow chart is shown in Figure 4-6. All the steps shown
in this chart are programmed in Matlab except the ray tracing which is done by calling
Zemax in Matlab through the DDE link. Before the first step, the measurement data is fed
through the data acquisition board and converted to a transverse ray aberration function.
In the first step, the program traces a bundle of rays to each surface and the ray
interception positions on each surface are saved into the computer memory. This is for the
pupil mapping, later used in steps 2 and 6. The transverse ray aberration is then mapped
from the coordinate of the observation plane to the coordinate of the ray traced in the
second step. Then, in steps 3a and 3b, the surface normal under test is rotated by α and β
respectively, where α and β are the slope perturbations in x and y directions as described
in section 4.2.1. In step 4, the difference in target ray interceptions and the current ray
interception is calculated as dTA in ray coordinates. Step 5 converts data from transverse
ray errors to surface slope errors as described in the previous equations (4-25) and (4-26).
Step 6 maps the slope errors from the traced ray coordinates to the coordinates of the test
surface as described in equation (4-28). In step 7, the two directional integration is
performed to calculate the difference of surface sag dZ. In steps 8 and 9 the difference of
the surface sag is plugged into the original surface and rays are traced again. In step 10,
the fitting error of transverse ray aberration is calculated to evaluate the fitting
performance. If the RMS fitting error is within the specified error requirement, the
iteration will stop and finish or it will continue another iteration to obtain better
convergence.
In our experimental experience, almost all of the optical systems being tested
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converge within 2 iterations from the nominal design position. Occasionally it takes up to
3 iterations to converge when the system under test is far from the nominal design value.

4.3 Numerical experiment
To verify the surface reconstruction algorithm, we did a numerical simulation. This
example is an aspherical lens surface tested at non-null position as shown in Figure 4-7.
The measured transverse ray aberration is obtained by adding a known sag error to the
first surface and ray trace to the focal plane.

Thus, there are no experimental

measurement errors, providing an ideal condition to test this surface reconstruction
algorithm. We are going to reconstruct the surface sag from nominal design values by
using the pre-established transverse ray aberrations in the surface reconstruction
algorithm. The surface sag of the reconstructed surface is then compared with the
pre-established sag error used to generate the transverse ray aberrations.
As an example, consider a BK7 bi-convex singlet lens as specified in the following
Table 4-1. To simulate the surface figure error, a few Zernike polynomial sag terms are
added to the original first surface to produce the figure error. This can be expressed in the
following equation,

z ( x, y ) =

c( x 2 + y 2 )
1 + 1 − (1 + k )c ( x + y )
2

2

2

+ zernike( x, y )

(4-29)
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Here the 7th order term and 11th order term of the Zernike polynomials are
chosen and the P-V value is normalized to 10um for both terms, thus the total sag error
can be written as,

Sag_error( x, y ) = 0.01× [ Z (7) + Z (11)]

(4-30)

For the detailed Zernike polynomials definition of each term used please refer to
Appendix A.

SemiType

Comment

Radius Thickness

Glass

Conic
Diameter

Standard
User

0

1000

Air

0

0

500

50

BK7

99.08

-2

-555

1000

Air

98.99

0

0

0

1.32

0

Surface

Defined

tested

Standard

Observation

(Stop)

plane

Standard

Focal plane

Table 4-1 Lens table of the simulated aspherical singlet lens
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Figure 4-7

The layout of the aspherical singlet in a non-null testing setup. Image space f-number is 5.0
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Figure 4-8 Spot diagram at the focal plane when the first surface is at the nominal designed value position

Figure 4-9 Spot diagram at the focal plane after the designated sag error is introduced
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Figure 4-10 (a)(b). Transverse aberrations in the x and y direction as a function of position of the
observation surface before the surface sag errors are added. The color bar units are in mm’s.
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Figure 4-11 (a).(b) Transverse ray aberrations in x and y direction as a function of position of the
observation surface after the surface sag errors are added. The colorbar units are in mm’s.
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After the Zernike surface sag error is generated at the first surface of the lens, the
transverse ray aberration at the focal plane changes. In Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9, the
spot diagrams at the focal plane are shown. A change of the spot diagrams is observed
after the added sag. However, the Zemax-generated spot diagrams do not give the
information of the transverse ray aberration difference. Thus, another type of ray
aberration plot is generated in Matlab as shown in Figure 4-10. (a) and (b).

What is

shown here is a coordinate mapping of the exit pupil to the corresponding x and y
transverse ray aberration. The values are normalized to the color bar to emphasize the
high and low parts of the transverse ray aberration of the x and y directions as would be
delineated in the exit pupil.
These transverse ray aberration plots are exactly what the focal plane tester
measured. After the added sag error, the transverse ray aberration is traced as shown in
Figure 4-11. To simulate the ideal measurement environment, the data is free of
measurement noise. The goal of this simulation is to find the surface sag error from the
transverse ray aberration as we had in Figure 4-11.
To start the reconstruction iteration, a starting point at a nominal value must be
chosen. For this testing surface, the nominal surface is the surface with radius of
curvature = 500 and conic constant = -2. The surface grid used is a 255x255 size mesh
grid and the ray grid used is a 101x101 mesh grid. The transverse ray aberration
difference between the nominal design and the one with induced figure error is shown in
Figure 4-12 . Note that this is a function of coordinates at the observation plane, i.e.,
surface 3 in the lens Table 4-1.

After converting and mapping the transverse ray
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aberration error to surface sag slope, the surface sag is integrated from the surface sag
slopes in the x and y directions. The successfully reconstructed surface sag error is shown
in Figure 4-13.

We can see that even after just one iteration, the surface sag error is

close to the original one with a RMS error of 12nm. In practical experience, a 12nm RMS
error for an f/5 optic is better than the measurement precision of the test. But since the
measured data is from a simulated ray traced without any noise influence, the iteration is
continued to investigate the convergence speed of this algorithm.
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Figure 4-12 (a),(b) The transverse ray difference between the original surface and the nominal surface
before the first iteration is applied.
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Integral Sag Error
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Figure 4-13
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The integral sag error after the first iteration.

We can see that after plugging the constructed surface sag from the first iteration
into the surface under test, the transverse ray aberration difference is reduced
significantly as seen in the second iteration. For the x direction, the RMS error decreased
from 0.27mm to 0.00049 mm, and for the y direction, the RMS went from 0.166 mm to
0.000263 mm. Although we can see in Figure 4-14 the transverse ray aberration
difference is buried in a white noise like pattern, the 2 dimensional integral is still able to
recover some sag errors from these difference. But the integral sag error in the second
step as seen in Figure 4-15 is on the order of 10nm, which is much less than the amount
of sag error constructed from the first step.
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Figure 4-14 The transverse ray difference between the original surface and the reconstructed surface
after the first iteration is applied.
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Figure 4-15 The integral sag error after the second iteration.

After the second iteration, the transverse ray aberration difference is almost
completely buried in the white noise, similarly to errors seen in Figure 4-16. The x
direction RMS decreased from 0.00049 mm to 0.000138 mm and the y direction RMS
went from 0.000263 mm to 0.000128 mm.

Thus, the reconstructed surface sag at this

iteration step is inaccurate due to the noisy input as shown in Figure 4-17.
The noisy transverse ray aberration difference is a good indication to stop this
iteration since the algorithm can not recover any more sag errors from the noisy
transverse ray aberration difference.
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Figure 4-16 The transverse ray difference between the original surface and the reconstructed surface
after the second iteration is applied.
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Figure 4-17 The integrated sag error after the second iteration .It shows rather a random pattern with
a small scale, thus it is an indication to stop the iterations.

After the iteration stops, the total accumulated surface sag error is calculated as
shown in the Figure 4-18. To estimate the reconstruction errors of this program after 2
iterations, the pre-established sag error is subtracted from the total accumulated surface
sag error. The difference is shown in Figure 4-19 with calculated a surface figure RMS
error of 4.3 nm.

Most of the errors in this simulation came from the process of multiple

interpolations of ray grids and surface coordinates. Thus a larger surface grid with more
pixels can definitely help to gain better precision for this algorithm. We did a similar
experiment and got the RMS error equal to 1.2 nm when using a grid size of 201x201
points. This is the maximum size achievable in the numerical simulation due to technical
limitations within the DDE interface.
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Figure 4-18 The accumulated surface sag error after 2 iterations of reconstruction
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Figure 4-19 The difference of the reconstructed and original sag error
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4.4 Wavefront RMS from random errors
The wavefront-slope type tests such as the shearing interferometers, the Shack
Hartman test, or the Ronchi test., integrate the wavefront from the measured wavefront
derivatives in the x and y directions. If the wavefront is integrated in a least-squares- fit
sense and the error of each derivative data point is uncorrelated and independent, the
integrated wavefront RMS error δϕ can be expressed by the following equation [31].

δϕ = 0.6558(1 + 0.4888ln( N )) × δσ

(4-31)

where N is the size of the pixel matrix along one direction, and δσ is the deviation of
the random phase error of each data point. With equation (2-2) , the phase error of each
pixel in the transverse ray aberration function can be written as,

δσ
dP

=

δ TA

(4-32)

2( f /#)

where dP is the width of each pixel with the maximum radius normalized to unity and
the δTA is the random transverse ray aberration error on the focal plane.
rearranging equation (4-32), we obtain,

By
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δσ =

1
δ TA
×
N 2( f /#)

(4-33)

By inserting equation (4-33) back into equation (4-31) we obtain,

δϕ = 0.6558(1 + 0.4888ln( N )) ×

δ TA
2 N ( f /#)

(4-34)

In many practical cases, where 64 <N <256, the first term in the equation is
approximately equal to 2. Thus we can rewrite equation (4-34) as

δϕ =

δ TA
N ( f /#)

(4-35)

Therefore, under ideal situations where only random phase errors exist, the
reconstructed wavefront error will be inversely proportional to the number of sampling
pixels. This is one of the most important features of the phase shifting grating-slit test
when compared to the low lateral resolution methods such as the Shack-Hartman test.
Even though when the transverse ray aberration has large random error, most of the errors
will not propagate into the reconstructed wavefront due to the grid size. Consequently,
unlike the Shack-Hartman method, the grating-slit test has much more relaxed random
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measurement errors requirements. For example, to reach a precision of 0.01 waves RMS
error for an f/4 optic, the random transverse ray aberration measurement error has to be
less than 6.5 um over the focal plane. The random measurement error less than 6.5 um
over the image plane is not difficult to be achieved by today’s SLM technology. However,
systematic measurement errors like alignment errors or diffraction induced measurement
errors will propagate into the reconstructed wavefront. As a result, to reduce the
measurement RMS error of the grating-slit test, it’s rather critical to control the
systematic measurement errors than the random measurement errors.
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CHAPTER 5 THE OPTICAL TESTING
EXPERIMENTS
In this chapter, the hardware and software used for our experiment will be described.
Two different types of measurement results are shown to demonstrate the wide dynamic
range of the phase shifting Grating–Slit testing method. The first tested surface is a
spherical mirror with 0.6 waves of aberration tested near the center of curvature. The
result is compared with a measurement made using a commercial Fizeau interferometer.
The second tested surface is a varnished rough surface with an estimated P-V error of 275
waves of astigmatism. Our results are compared to the measurements made using a
mechanical probe.

5.1 The experiment setups
As in phase-shifting interferometry, the phase-shifting grating-slit test is heavily
dependent on the use of a computer. The computer is used to control the phase shifting of
the DMD chip, the video frame capture, the fringe data analysis, and the ray tracing
surface reconstruction algorithm.

Therefore it is necessary to use software that

incorporates all the necessary functions to control the system. Matlab was used to
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perform this enormous task.

Compared to programming languages like C or FORTRAN,

Matlab is slower in computation speed but drastically reduces the programming time
because of its built in mathematical functions and hardware control toolboxes
Compared to the programming, the hardware setup is rather simple. The core of
the system is a modified multimedia projector used to generate the sinusoidal intensity
grating. Thanks to modern illumination design, the commercial multimedia projector
provided sufficient uniform white light and it is was not necessary to prepare the
experimental hardware from the scratch.

5.1.1 The hardware and layout
The hardware setup for the experiment is illustrated in the Figure 5-1. A modified
Dell M2300 projector with the f/2.5 projection lens removed and a Texas Instrument DLP
0.7” XGA 1024x768 chip was used to generate the sinusoidal intensity grating [43]. The
original optical axis of the illumination system was tilted 15 degrees to accommodate the
induced keystone distortion that is present when the projector is mounted on the ceiling
as it was designated for. Thus, one of the folded mirrors is slightly tilted such that the
optical axis of the illumination system is nearly perpendicular to the DMD surface. Even
after the adjustment, there is still some tilt of the illumination optical axis left in the
system. The tilted optical axis results in non-uniform illumination of the entrance pupil
which is evident and observed in the experiment. The control interface between the
computer and the DMD system is the VGA display signal. The gamma brightness control
of the DMD system is reset to one to ensure a linear response of the grayscale of the
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DMD chip to the VGA input signal.

Figure 5-1

The hardware setup of the grating- slit testing method with a modified DMD projector system

The lamp and illumination system were used in the experiment as the incoherent
white light source. The lamp is a high voltage arc lamp providing 2300 lumens of light
output. A condenser lens was used to couple the output of the lamp into the rectangular
integrating bar.

A uniform rectangular light source was formed at the other end of the

integrating bar. A relay lens and two aluminum coated mirrors were used to image the
integrating bar to the DMD chip at the off-axis direction. The final image brightness
uniformity at the DMD chip was estimated to have about 10% peak to valley variation
measured from the center of the frame to the corner of the frame. The 10% luminance
difference is hardly discernible to the human eye.. However, the luminance is much more
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uniform at the very center of the frame where usually only a few pixels are used for
precise measurement. As a consequence, the 10% illumination does not reduce the
precision of the measurement.
Slits with widths ranging from 50um to 500um were chosen to modulate the imaged
cosine grating depending on the generated grating period. Those slits were made such
that they could be mounted on a rotatable stage to rotate 90 degrees. An imaging lens was
used to image the exit pupil of the optics under test to a piece of ground glass with proper
magnification. The projected fringes (Ronchigram) on the ground glass were then
captured by an 8bit B/W interlined CCD camera equipped with a zoom lens.
The DMD system and the CCD camera were controlled through a personal computer
equipped with an 8-bit A/D frame grabber. To simplify the hardware control, the slit was
rotated manually by 90 degrees to modulate in both the X and Y directions.

5.1.2 The software and measurement procedure
The software that was used to control both the hardware and the analysis was written
in Matlab. To simplify the operation, all the controls were written in the Graphical User
Interface (GUI) as shown in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2 The software graphical user interface used for the system control and aberration analysis
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From Figure 5-2, we can see there are several buttons laid out at the top of the GUI.
From left to right, the buttons are the preview window, mirror settings, grating settings,
new measurement, mask, ray aberration, wavefront analysis, and finally sag analysis.
These buttons were designed and laid out in the order that the user will use them during
the experiment to reconstruct the optical surface sag error.
The detailed measurement flow chart is illustrated in Figure 5-3. At the end of the
measurement, the user can choose to display the final result as the exit pupil wavefront
error or the surface sag error. If the wavefront error is required, the wavefront can be
reconstructed by one of the four wavefront reconstruction methods discussed in Section
4.1. If the surface sag error is desired, the ray tracing algorithm illustrated in Figure 4-6
can be chosen to map the pupil distortion and ray tracing to reconstruct the sag error. In
this experiment, the ray tracing was done using both ZEMAX and Matlab through the
DDE link.
For more complicated analysis, the measured data can be exported outside the GUI
and analyzed in the Matlab workspace. In this way, the data processing will even be more
flexible.
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Mirror and Grating Setting

Measurement Setting

measure X direction

rotate slit 90 degree

measure y direction

mask out the observed pupil

2D phase unwrapping

Convert to TAx and TAx

Calculate wavefront error

Reconstruct surface Sag

Figure 5-3 The flow chart of the measurement process. The final result can be either the wavefront
error or the surface sag error
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5.2 The polished f/8 spherical mirror

Figure 5-4

The 2D layout of mirror tested at the off axis position. The separation of the object

grating and imaging is about 85mm. Please note that the figure is not to scale.

The radius of curvature of the obscured mirror under test is 802mm with a
diameter of 100mm.

It is estimated to have 1.7 waves of spherical aberration as

measured by a WYKO 6000 Fizeau interferometer. When the Zernike polynomials power
term was removed to minimize the RMS error, the minimum RMS wavefront peak to
valley error was reduced to 0.6 waves.

5.2.1 Eight frames single measurement
Due to mechanical limitations, the spherical mirror was tested at an off-axis
position where the object grating and the image were separated by about 85mm.

The

testing layout is shown in Figure 5-4. The measurement of the separation distance was
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accurate to 1mm due to the mechanical limit of the projector used.

A more precise

measurement of the separation distance, which is a part of the alignment information, will
be determined later in a least-square-fit sense. The four-step 90 degree phase-shifting
algorithm was used in the experiment as we described it previously using equation (2-41).
The sinusoidal intensity grating generated was set to be 8 pixels per line. With each pixel
width equal to 13.6um, the line frequency was equivalent to 9.1 lines per mm. The
measured fringe intensity frames are shown in Figure 5-5.
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Figure 5-5 The measured phase shifting fringe intensity frames. The upper four frames in the figure
are frames in the x direction each separated by a 90 degree step in phase. The lower four frames are
the frames in the y direction.
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The corresponding modulation index of the four intensity maps is shown in Figure
5-6. The modulation map index M shown is the average value of the modulation map of
the x and y direction.

M ( x, y ) =

M X ( x, y ) + M Y ( x, y )
2

(5-1)

Where each frame is defined from equation (2-41) and (2-43).The modulation index
map in the x and y directions is defined as ,

MX =

2

( I X 3 − I X1 ) + ( I X 4 − I X 2 )
2

2

I X1 + I X 2 + I X 3 + I X 4
(5-2)

MY =

2

( IY 3 − I Y 1 ) + ( I Y 4 − IY 2 )
2

2

I Y 1 + IY 2 + I Y 3 + I Y 4

Where, each phase shifted frame is defined in equation (2-41) and (2-43).
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The averaged modulation of the measured phase shifting intensity frames in both the x

and y directions.

It is evident that the modulation index is not uniform across the mirror aperture due
to the tilted optical axis of the illumination. Also, part of the non-uniformity comes from
the contribution of the far field grating diffraction pattern of the DMD chip which was
described in section 3.2.1.1. These intensity variations are not correlated to the sinusoidal
phase shifting signal on the observation plane and will only reduce the modulation level
of the signal.

However, the reduced modulation lowers the SNR and increases the

uncertainty of the induced phase error.
After cropping the raw intensity data, the phases in both the x and y directions are
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recovered by equations (2-42) and (2-44). The wrapped phases modulated from –π to π in
the x and y directions are shown in Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8 respectively.
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Figure 5-7 The wrapped phase in the x direction. Since most of the aberration contribution is spherical
aberration and astigmatism due to alignment errors , the derivative of the aberration appears like coma .
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Figure 5-8 The wrapped phase in the y direction shows the same coma pattern as is seen in the x
direction but with a different amount of tilt in y direction.

After unwrapping the phase in both the x and y directions, the unwrapped phase was
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then multiplied by the period of the grating. This is shown in Figure 5-9 and Figure
5-10 which is what we term the transverse ray aberration function (TRAF) in x and y
directions. Combining the two figures, the ray interception positions in both the x and
y directions are known at each point in the exit pupil.

Therefore, the spot diagram

can be plotted from TRAF in x and y direction as shown in Figure 5-10. From this spot
diagram we can see that the alignment induced astigmatism is the major aberration
present.
At this stage the two TRAFs are known and the next step is to convert the
TRAFs into the surface figure error. However, before applying the slope sensitivity
surface reconstruction method and tracing the rays, the exact coordinates of each
element must be determined. In this case, the positions of the mirror, the grating, and
the DMD chip must be determined.
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The transverse ray aberration as a function of pupil position (TRAF) converted from the

unwrapped phase map of Figure 5-7.
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The transverse ray aberration as a function of pupil position (TRAF) converted from

the unwrapped phase map of Figure 5-8.
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The spot diagram in mm plotted from the wrapped transverse ray aberration map. The

spot diagram coordinates are centered to the data centroid point The unit in x and y direction is mm.

5.2.2 Subtracting alignment induced aberrations
Due to the mechanical limitations of the DMD projector used in this experiment, it
was necessary to test the mirror at an off-axis position. Thus, it was not possible to
completely null the fringes for the spherical mirror and each measurement included both
aberrations in the surface and aberrations due to alignment. The aberrations due the
alignment were unwanted and had to be subtracted out.

Unlike the Fizeau

interferometer where the perfect null position can be found by nulling the fringes on the
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camera screen, the null position in the grating-slit test device cannot be found by nulling
out the fringes in x and y directions simultaneously . Thus, the measured TRAF is
inherently coupled with an unknown amount of astigmatism induced by the off-axis
alignment and the defocus term that is used to minimize the astigmatism transverse ray
aberration error.
This alignment issue may not be a problem if a customized system is built and the
dimension of each component is made within a specified tolerance. The user can simply
put the relative position of each component into the ray tracing software and eliminate the
aberrations induced from using a non-null testing position. Given the large dynamic
range of the slit-focal testing method, the real problem in a poorly aligned system is the
relative position errors of each component. As long as the relative positions of each
component are known, the strict alignment condition is not required because once the
positions are known the induced aberrations can be subtracted from the measurement.
The surface reconstruction algorithm discussed in section 4.2 has the capability to
reconstruct the surface with a known amount of relative position errors. This can be
modeled in the ZEMAX software and the position induced aberration errors can be
simulated using the coordinate break surface [42].
To separate the alignment induced astigmatism and defocus from the TRAF, a
technique similar to the absolute rotation test used in interferometry was used to separate
the non-axisymmetric transverse ray aberration errors due to the alignment from those in
the mirror and to find the relative position of both the grating object and the slit.
In the presence of aberrations induced by the alignment, the measured TRAF can be
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expressed as a combination of aberrations in the mirror and aberrations due to alignment
error. That is,

TAm( Px, Py) = TAs( Px, Py ) + TAp( Px, Py)

(5-3)

Where TAs ( Px, Py ) is the mirror TRAF and TAp( Px, Py ) is the alignment
induced TRAF. The goal is to separate the two different TRAFs in the measurements by
using an optimization process to find the relative positions of the test components. After
the positions of the components are known the alignment error is also known and can be
subtracted from the measurement. The surface can be then reconstructed from the
corrected transverse ray aberration error TAs(Px,Py) by using the slope sensitivity test
method through exact ray tracing.
The first step is to find the positions of each component so that the difference
between the nominal system TRAF and the measured TRAF is minimized.

The nominal

system is the ideal optical system without any surface figure errors on the tested surface.
To do this the measured transverse ray aberration is written into the merit function and
the positions of the components will be optimized until the nominal system TRAF closely
matches the measured TRAF. After optimization, the difference between the measured
and the modeled value is the mirror TRAF.
There are three variables that need to be set. These variables are the z location of
the slit, the x de-center position of the slit , and the y de-center position of the slit . When
testing a spherical mirror at the center of curvature, the three variables become
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compensators for defocus, astigmatism in the x direction, and astigmatism in the y
direction respectively.
By writing the measured TRAF into the ZEMAX merit function and setting the three
component positions as variables, the ZEMAX built in damped least square fit (DLS)
optimization algorithm can be used to find the best fit position. The DLS optimization
algorithm will find the location where the difference between the measured and nominal
TRAF is minimized. This is written in the following equation in which the summation is
minimized by the DLS algorithm.

(TAnX ( Px, Py) − TAmX ( Px, Py) )
∑
2
(TAnY ( Px, Py) − TAmY ( Px, Py) )

2

+
(5-4)

Where TAp(Px,Py) is the TRAF of nominal system with optimized position variables
and TAm(Px,Py) is the measured TRAF. Ideally, we want to find the TAp such that
TAp(Px,Py)-TAm(Px,Py) = TAs(Px,Py). However, during the optimization process, the
position variables may over compensate and cancel out the TRAF from the mirror.
Let’s consider a single measurement where the transverse ray aberration is fit by the
DLS algorithm. When the value of equation (5-4) is minimized, the three compensators in
defocus, astigmatism in x, and astigmatism in y will be maximized by the DLS algorithm
to reduce the value of (5-4).

Thus, if the measured mirror has some non-axial

symmetrical aberrations like astigmatism, it will be reduced by the compensator. This
kind of fitting error will ultimately lead to measurement errors. By the same analogy, all
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the axially symmetric aberrations like spherical aberration will be compensated by the
defocus term. However, the defocus compensator will not cause the same problem as
astigmatism because one can always remove the residual power term in the reconstructed
surface by Zernike polynomial fitting. Also, the power term is generally not considered as
a surface figure error.
To prevent the problems from the astigmatism compensator so that the DLS will not
minimize the TAs(Xp,Yp) term it is necessary to make all the aberrations from the shape
error become axially symmetrical to the DLS algorithm so that the astigmatism
compensator will not be able to compensate these aberrations. This is done by making
multiple measurements with the mirror under test rotated by different angles about the
optical axis while the rest of the system remains constant. The only difference between
each rotated measurement is the non-axisymmetric aberration terms. Each measurement
will be entered separately into the merit function and the optimization program will try to
fit all eight measurements at one time. As a result, the non-axisymmetric errors will
appear symmetric to the DLS algorithm. Consequently, when the TRAFs from
measurements of different angles are fitted, the astigmatism compensator will not
compensate the non-axisymmetric terms in the TRAF due to the mirror surface figure
error.
By using a computer to take measurements, multiple TRAFs can be stored in the
computer memory at different rotated angles. In this experiment, a total of eight
measurements separated by 45 degrees rotated angle were taken and are shown in Figure
5-12.
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Figure 5-12

The mirror is rotated and tested in 45 degree increments. A total of eight measurements

were taken as input to the DLS algorithm to find the precise relative position of the mirror, grating,
and the image point.

After the DLS optimization process fits the eight measurements, the three position
variables are found. Consequently the nominal system is determined. The TRAF of the
nominal system is generated by exact ray tracing to the grating plane and it is subtracted
from the measured TRAF. The difference between the two TRAFs are shown in the Figure
5-13

(a) and (b) in x and y directions respectively. The TRAFs of the nominal system are

shown in the Figure 5-13 (c) and (d).
previous Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10.

Note that the measured TRAFs have been shown in
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Figure 5-13

(a),(b)The TRAF subtraction between the nominal system and the measured value. (c),(d)

The nominal system TRAF in x and y direction. The color bar units are in mm’s.

If we use the RMS difference values shown above in Figure 5-13 to represent the
measured signal level, the averaged signal level in the nominal TRAF was 0.076 mm
while the signal level of the surface TRAF was 0.0158 mm. Thus, the signal level ratio of
surface figure error to the alignment error is about 0.2.

In other words, about 80% of

the measured signal is from the non-nulled alignment induced astigmatism and the
related defocus.

And the surface slope sensitivity test algorithm reconstructed the

surface figure error based on the remaining 20% signal.
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5.2.3 Comparing the measurement results
The surface sag error was reconstructed by applying the slope sensitivity surface
reconstruction algorithm. The reconstructed surface sag error has small amounts of tilt
and power. Zernike polynomials were used to fit the surface and the tilt and power terms
of the Zernike polynomials were removed to minimize the surface sag RMS error. A
diagram of the measurement reconstructed surface sag is shown in Figure 5-14. This
surface has a peak-to-valley error of 0.63 waves and an RMS error of 0.111 waves.
A WYKO 6000 Fizeau interferometer was used to verify this measurement.
Note that the measurement results from the Fizeau interferometer are shown in optical
path difference (OPD) and the measurement from the grating slit test from the
reconstruction algorithm is shown as surface sag. Therefore, direct subtraction between
the two outputs is not valid if the angle between the surface normal and Z axis is large.
But since the F-number of the mirror under test is slow at f/8, the OPD error can be
approximated to be equal to the surface sag error without introducing significant errors.
The surface map from the WYKO 6000 is shown in Figure 5-15, as depicted there are
errors of 0.614 waves P-V and 0.124 waves RMS. After proper alignment and
interpolation of data, the subtraction of the WYKO measurement and the grating-slit
measurement is shown in Figure 5-14 and this is plotted in Figure 5-16.
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The testing result from the phase-shifting grating-slit test. The color bar unit is

normalized to the He-Ne interferometer wavelength at 632.8nm.
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The subtraction map in Figure 5-16 shows that about 20% of the contribution to the
RMS error comes from the very edge of the mirror. Given a fixed noise floor in each
pixel, the pixels near the edge have fewer neighboring pixel confinements in the least
squares fitting process and tend to give inaccurate results. Consequently, the
reconstruction error near the edge is as predicted.
To evaluate the repeatability of the grating-slit measurements, all of the eight
measurements are subtracted from the measurement result obtained by the Fizeau
interferometer. The RMS error of each measurement subtraction is evaluated and shown
in Table 5-1. It shows that the average measurement error is about 0.033 waves with a
measurement standard deviation of 0.006 waves.
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Measurement No

Unit (waves)
Measurement No

Unit (waves)
Table 5-1

1

2

3

4

0.0356

0.0254

0.0234

0.0257

5

6

7

8

0.0337

0.0445

0.0404

0.0360

The RMS error of each measurement subtraction from the interferometer measurement

Since third order spherical is the dominant aberration present in this mirror, it is
calculated in each measurement. The following Table 5-2 shows the amount of spherical
aberration from the eight measurements after fitting the Zernike polynomials and
converting to Seidel wavefront aberration. The averaged spherical aberration from each
measurement is -1.585 waves with 0.044 waves of measurement standard deviation.
Compared with the -1.727 waves of spherical aberration measured by the interferometer,
the average error is -0.142 waves. This amount of spherical aberration corresponds to
0.0236 waves of Zernike third order spherical aberration in the surface figure errors.

Measurement No

Unit (waves)
Measurement No

Unit (waves)
Table 5-2

1

2

3

4

-1.5216

-1.5198

-1.6414

-1.5931

5

6

7

8

-1.5383

-1.6462

-1.5817

-1.6352

The measured Seidel third-order spherical aberration from each measurement.

5.3 The rough f/4 spherical mirror
The test of a rough spherical surface was done with the same setup as the previous
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experiment shown in Figure 5-4. The spherical mirror was tested at the center of
curvature with the grating and slit separated laterally by 85 mm. Considering that the
mirror had 275 waves of astigmatism, the alignment is no longer a limiting factor in
determining the measurement precision, as a result only a single measurement was
necessary to reconstruct the surface.
Before testing the surface it was varnished to reduce the light scattering and make
it specular. Application of the varnish significantly reduced the micro surface roughness.
An estimated surface figure error of less than 0.1 waves RMS is obtained after the
varnishing process. For details of the varnishing process and the measurement of the
varnish induced surface figure error, please see Appendix C.
The dynamic range and versatility of the grating-slit test device is demonstrated in
this rough surface test experiment. Since the surface has a large amount of aberration, a
coarse grating was generated on the DMD chip. The generated grating period was 160
pixels and the grating period was equivalent to 2.2 mm per line with each pixel width of
13.68 um. The intensity map of the measurement is shown in Figure 5-17. The upper side
of the glass surface was damaged accidentally during the experiment. The damaged
surface has a large wedge angle with respect to the rest of the surface which caused the
light reflected from this area to fall out of the measurement range of the grating-slit test
device. Also apparent is a discontinuity between the damaged surface and the rest of the
mirror surface. This jump caused the interpolation process to fail during the surface
reconstruction process. As a result, the surface reconstruction of the damaged area is not
accurate. In the modulation index map shown in Figure 5-18, the damaged part shows
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near zero values as well. Surprisingly, the calculated phase was still useable as
demonstrated in the phase maps shown in Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20, even though the
modulation index near the edge of the pupil was very low. After unwrapping the phase
maps in both x and y directions, the transverse ray aberration functions are plotted in
Figure 5-21 and Figure 5-22.

In contrast to the previous polished surface measurement,

the spot diagram shown in Figure 5-23 shows that most of the astigmatism comes from
the mirror surface, not from the alignment. Also, the spot diagram shows some ray
scattering at the edges of the spot diagram, possibly due to reflection scattering at the
edges of the mirror.
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Figure 5-17 The measured phase shifting fringe intensity frames. The upper four frames in the figure
are the frames phase shifted by one step in the x direction and the lower four frames are in the y
direction.
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Figure 5-18

The average modulation index of the measured phase shifting intensity frames in both

x and y directions. Low modulation index is evident in the upper part of the mirror where a chunk of
glass is missing from the surface.
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Figure 5-19 The wrapped phase in the x direction of the varnished ground surface.
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Figure 5-20 The wrapped phase in the y direction of the varnished ground surface.
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Figure 5-21 The transverse ray aberration as a function of pupil position. This map was converted
from the unwrapped phase map of Figure 5-19.
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Figure 5-22 The transverse ray aberration as a function of pupil position. This map was converted
from the unwrapped phase map of Figure 5-20.
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Figure 5-23 The spot diagram is plotted from the wrapped transverse ray aberration map. This spot
diagram is centered to the centroid point and the units used for both the x and y axis are in mm.
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Figure 5-24 The surface figure measured from the phase shifting grating-slit measuring device. It shows a
Peak-Valley = 174 um and an RMS error = 34.5 um.
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Figure 5-25 The measurement result from the mechanical probe. The data was interpolated from a 41X41
measurement matrix. The mechanical probe was estimated to have at least 1um RMS error.
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Figure 5-26 The measurement of the mechanical probe and the phase shifting grating-slit test had an
RMS difference of 8.058um. Most of the RMS contribution is from the edge and from the damaged
part.
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Figure 5-27 The difference between the measurement of the mechanical probe and the phase shifting
grating-slit tester, RMS =3.22 um after cropping out the damaged part and the 5% edge.
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After the surface reconstruction process, the transverse ray aberration fitting
residual was estimated to be 15 um in the x direction and 8 um in the y direction. Most of
the contribution to the RMS came from the damaged section of the mirror. This indicates
that the transverse ray aberration function at the damaged area of the mirror was
inaccurately measured.
The constructed surface is shown in Figure 5-24. To verify the measurement, it is
compared to the measured data from a mechanical probe estimated to have 1um RMS of
measurement error. After fitting with Zernike polynomials, the power and tilt terms are
removed from the mechanical probe measurement and this is shown in Figure 5-25.
The result after subtracting the measurement made by the mechanical probe from the
grating-slit test measurement is shown in Figure 5-26. As shown in the figure, most of
the RMS contribution to the difference map comes from the damaged area and the edge.
Because the data from the damaged area is known to be inaccurate, the damaged area and
4% of the edge are cropped out from the difference map. The difference map of the
cropped measurement shows 3.26 um RMS error and is shown in Figure 5-27. Note that
in the figure, the abnormal straight lines are from the raster scanning dropping errors of
the mechanical probe. Since the varnished surface was smooth, it was unlikely to have
this kind of surface figure irregularity on the surface.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Summary
In this dissertation a novel optical surface testing method called the grating-slit test
is demonstrated. This test, in combination with phase shifting technique using digital
micromirror devices (DMD), provides a powerful method to test optical surfaces. The test
provides a large dynamic range that is beyond the limits of traditional interferometry.
First, the method is analyzed with both geometrical and physical optics models. By using
a linear system approximation, a transverse ray aberration theory is used to model the test.
When using a geometrical model one can think of the grating-slit test as a spot or point
spread function scanner. The physical model analysis corroborates that the test is free
from the effects of grating diffraction that usually are present in the Ronchi test. The
diffraction effects from the slit do not cause wavefront correlated measurement errors.

Some key features of the grating-slit test using the DMD chip are as follows.

1

Continuous variable grating frequency (Extended dynamic range)

The frequency of the grating generated on the DMD can be adjusted continuously to
accommodate the testing surface aberration through the control of a computer. Thus,
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the sensitivity of the test can be controlled providing a large dynamic range.

2

Improved sinusoidal intensity grating

The DMD chip does phase-shifting by a pixel based time-sequential gray-scaling. Thus
the grating gray-scaling, for both spatial space and angular direction is more precise than
a traditional printed grating screen.
3

No phase shifting stepping errors

Unlike a printed sinusoidal intensity grating in which phase shifting is done by physically
moving the grating in the lateral direction, the DMD chip does not have the phase
stepping errors from a moving mechanism.

The phase shifting of the intensity grating is

“on the chip”, and therefore there are no induced phase stepping errors from moving
components.
4

Faster speed at a lower cost

The DMD chip is a mass-produced product in comparison to a printed grating in
combination with a mechanical micro stepper. Current DMD chip technology provides
the ability to perform gray-scaling at rate of 60 frames per second. This is faster than
micro steppers available at a competitive price.

The grating-slit test in combination with phase-shifting provides information about
the transverse ray aberrations of the test optics. These aberrations are converted into
surface figure errors. The precision of the measurement is proportional to the data grid
size when the measured phase error is random and the wavefront is reconstructed in a
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least-squares-fit sense. The algorithm developed provides a solution to the surface
reconstruction by exact ray tracing without sacrificing the data size. The pupil mapping
function makes the algorithm for recovering the surface shape free from pupil distortion
induced errors. The numerical simulation shows that the surface-slope sensitivity test
algorithm has high precision without using a high density grid.
Two measurement experiments were conducted to demonstrate the grating-slit test
performance and its dynamic range. The first experiment was done with a polished
spherical mirror with 400nm of aberration. With the concept of separation of transverse
ray aberrations from alignment errors, the measurement was obtained without strict
alignment. This measurement from the grating-slit test has a difference of 16nm RMS
when subtracted from the measurement from a Fizeau interferometer. The second
experiment was done with a ground optical surface having 170 micrometers of
astigmatism. After reducing the surface scattering by the varnishing process, the ground
surface was measured. The measurement of the varnished ground surface yields a
difference of 3.22 micrometers RMS when compared with a mechanical probe. Thus,
both measurements from the grating-slit test yield useable surface figure information.
With the combination of the large dynamic range of the DMD grating-slit test and
the precision of the surface-sensitivity test surface reconstruction algorithm, the method
is capable of measuring the surface figure of large optics at virtually any fabrication
states.
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6.2 Future work
The phase-shifting grating-slit test used in the experiments was built using the
DMD chip of a multimedia projector. The prototype test device used in the experiments
was built without using custom components and therefore there were some experimental
limitations. However, under these hardware conditions, the prototype test performed
beyond the original project goals. The experiments proved that the device has a large
dynamic range. In the future, with optimized components, the test can be made an on-axis
type test. Although there is good agreement with other test devices, some further
validation of the grating-test precision needs to be conducted.
The surface-slope sensitivity test algorithm is similar to the optimization process of
a free-form surface where the number of variables is equal to the number of data points.
Therefore, the algorithm can be used to define and optimize a free-form type surface.
Some further simulations can be done to analyze in more detail the impact of the
grating diffraction on the phase shifting protocol. As shown in the experimental results,
the effects of slit diffraction cause some errors in the phase shifting results.

It has been

shown that a wider slit reduces fringe contrast while a narrower slit increases the effects
of slit diffraction. Thus, for a given wavelength, there should be an optimal slit width
which balances the fringe contrast ratio and the slit diffraction effect.

A fast Fourier

transform simulation can be used to scan the slit width parameter and find the optimal
value of the slit width.
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APPENDIX A

ZERNIKE

POLYNOMIALS TERM DEFINITION
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APPENDIX B

ZEMAX USER

DEFINED SURFACE CODE
#include <windows.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "usersurf.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <time.h>

/*
Written by Chao-Wen Liang
2005/12/31 New Year Eve
*/

int __declspec(dllexport) APIENTRY UserDefinedSurface(USER_DATA *UD, FIXED_DATA *FD);

double **array2(int nrows, int ncols) ;
void zeroit(double **array);
void freearray2(double **array);
void freearray(double **array,int m);
void size2d(double **array,int *m,int *n);
int cubic2d(double** Zmatrix, double xmax,double xmin,double ymax,double ymin,double xi,double yi,double* zi);
double** read_grid_sag(char* file_path,double *maxx, double *minx,double *maxy,double *miny );
struct stat attrib;
double** Z;
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double maxx,maxy,minx,miny,delta;
int m,n;

char file_name[50],new_file_name[50];
char file_time[50],new_file_time[50];
char file_short_name[15];

/* a generic Snells law refraction routine */
int Refract(double thisn, double nextn, double *l, double *m, double *n, double ln, double mn, double nn);

BOOL WINAPI DllMain (HANDLE hInst, ULONG ul_reason_for_call, LPVOID lpReserved)
{

return TRUE;
}

/* this DLL models a standard ZEMAX surface type, either plane, sphere, or conic */

int __declspec(dllexport) APIENTRY UserDefinedSurface(USER_DATA *UD, FIXED_DATA *FD)
{
int i,interp,loop;
double p2, alpha, power, t, rad, casp, zc, tp, x, y, z, dz, sag,a,b,c;
double std_sag1,std_sag2,grid_sag,gsxn,gsxp,gsyn,gsyp;
double dx,dy,stdxp,stdyp,stdxn,stdyn,cdx,cdy;

switch(FD->type)
{

case 0:
/* ZEMAX is requesting general information about the surface */
switch(FD->numb)
{
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case 0:
/* ZEMAX wants to know the name of the surface */
/* do not exceed 12 characters */
strcpy(UD->string,"Chaowen Dll");
break;
case 1:
/* ZEMAX wants to know if this surface is rotationally symmetric */
/* it is, so return any character in the string; otherwise, return a null string */
UD->string[0] = '\0';
break;
case 2:
/* ZEMAX wants to know if this surface is a gradient index media */
/* it is not, so return a null string */
UD->string[0] = '\0';
break;
}
break;
case 1:
/* ZEMAX is requesting the names of the parameter columns */
/* the value FD->numb will indicate which value ZEMAX wants. */
/* they are all "Unused" for this surface type */
/* returning a null string indicates that the parameter is unused. */
if (Z==0) strcpy(file_short_name, "File Error");

else sprintf(file_short_name, "Gridsag%d.zgs", (int)FD->param[0]);

switch(FD->numb)
{
default:
UD->string[0] = '\0';
break;
case 0:
strcpy(UD->string,file_short_name);
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break;
case 1:
strcpy(UD->string,"Const dz/dx");
break;
case 2:
strcpy(UD->string,"Const dz/dy");
break;
case 3:
sprintf(UD->string, "pZ=%d",(int) Z);
//strcpy(UD->string,"test1");
break;
case 4:
sprintf(UD->string, "delta=%f",delta);
break;

}
break;
case 2:
/* ZEMAX is requesting the names of the extra data columns */
/* the value FD->numb will indicate which value ZEMAX wants. */
/* they are all "Unused" for this surface type */
/* returning a null string indicates that the extradata value is unused. */
switch(FD->numb)
{
default:
UD->string[0] = '\0';
break;
}
break;
case 3:
/* ZEMAX wants to know the sag of the surface */
/* if there is an alternate sag, return it as well */
/* otherwise, set the alternate sag identical to the sag */
/* The sag is sag1, alternate is sag2. */
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UD->sag1 = 0.0;
UD->sag2 = 0.0;

/* if a plane, just return */
if (FD->cv == 0)
{
std_sag1=0;
std_sag2=0;
}
else
{
p2 = UD->x * UD->x + UD->y * UD->y;
alpha = 1 - (1+FD->k)*FD->cv*FD->cv*p2;
if (alpha < 0) return(-1);
std_sag1 = (FD->cv*p2)/(1 + sqrt(alpha));
if (alpha != 1.0) std_sag2 = (FD->cv*p2)/(1 - sqrt(alpha));
else std_sag2=0;

}
if (Z==0) interp =0 ;
else
interp = cubic2d(Z,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,UD->x,UD->y,&grid_sag);
if (interp==1)
{
UD->sag1 = grid_sag+std_sag1;
UD->sag2 = grid_sag+std_sag2;
}
else
{
UD->sag1 = std_sag1;
UD->sag2 = std_sag2;

}
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break;
case 4:
/* ZEMAX wants a paraxial ray trace to this surface */
/* x, y, z, and the path are unaffected, at least for this surface type */
/* for paraxial ray tracing, the return z coordinate should always be zero. */
/* paraxial surfaces are always planes with the following normals */

UD->ln = 0.0;
UD->mn = 0.0;
UD->nn = -1.0;
power = (FD->n2 - FD->n1)*FD->cv;
if ((UD->n) != 0.0)
{
(UD->l) = (UD->l)/(UD->n);
(UD->m) = (UD->m)/(UD->n);

(UD->l) = (FD->n1*(UD->l) - (UD->x)*power)/(FD->n2);
(UD->m) = (FD->n1*(UD->m) - (UD->y)*power)/(FD->n2);

/* normalize */
(UD->n) = sqrt(1/(1 + (UD->l)*(UD->l) + (UD->m)*(UD->m) ) );
/* de-paraxialize */
(UD->l) = (UD->l)*(UD->n);
(UD->m) = (UD->m)*(UD->n);
}
break;
case 5:
/* ZEMAX wants a real ray trace to this surface */
cdx = FD->param[1];
cdy = FD->param[2];

if ((FD->cv == 0.0)&&(Z==0))
{
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alpha= 1/sqrt(1+cdx*cdx+cdy*cdy);

UD->ln = alpha*cdx;
UD->mn = alpha*cdy;
UD->nn = -alpha;

if (Refract(FD->n1, FD->n2, &UD->l, &UD->m, &UD->n, UD->ln, UD->mn, UD->nn))
return(-FD->surf);
return(0);
}

/* okay, not a plane. */
// there is no loaded Z surface,only standard surface
if (Z==0)
{

a = (UD->n) * (UD->n) * FD->k + 1;
b = ((UD->n)/FD->cv) - (UD->x) * (UD->l) - (UD->y) * (UD->m);
c = (UD->x) * (UD->x) + (UD->y) * (UD->y);
rad = b * b - a * c;
if (rad < 0) return(FD->surf); /* ray missed this surface */
if (FD->cv > 0) t = c / (b + sqrt(rad));
else

t = c / (b - sqrt(rad));

(UD->x) = (UD->l) * t + (UD->x);
(UD->y) = (UD->m) * t + (UD->y);
(UD->z) = (UD->n) * t + (UD->z);
UD->path = t;
zc = (UD->z) * FD->cv;
rad = zc * FD->k * (zc * (FD->k + 1) - 2) + 1;
casp = FD->cv / sqrt(rad);
alpha = -((UD->z) - ((1/FD->cv) - (UD->z) * FD->k)) * casp;
dx = (UD->x) * casp/alpha+cdx;
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dy = (UD->y) * casp/alpha+cdy;
alpha = 1./sqrt(1+dx*dx+dy*dy);
UD->ln= alpha*dx;
UD->mn= alpha*dy;
UD->nn= -alpha;

if (Refract(FD->n1, FD->n2, &UD->l, &UD->m, &UD->n, UD->ln, UD->mn, UD->nn))
return(-FD->surf);
break;
}

/* Now, we illustrate a very basic iterative method of finding
the intercept for a general surface. */

/* make sure we do at least 1 loop */

tp = 0.0;
t = 100.0;
x = UD->x;
y = UD->y;
z = UD->z;
loop = 0;

while (fabs(t) > 1e-10)
{
/*
First, compute the sag using whatever the surface sag expression is.
This is given the x and y starting points. The following block of code
will change depending upon the surface shape, the rest of this iteration
is typically common to all surface shapes.
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If you have (and understand) a faster routine, such as a Newton-Raphson technique,
or if you know a way of computing a close first guess, then use that instead!

This basic method is not optimal speed wise, but it works fine for most simple surface
shapes that have clearly defined intercept points. This method may fail for surfaces with
multiple possible solutions, like toroids, or highly aspheric shapes.
*/

p2 = x * x + y * y;
alpha = 1.0 - (1.0 + FD->k)*FD->cv*FD->cv*p2;
if (alpha < 0.0) return(-1);
std_sag1 = (FD->cv*p2)/(1.0 + sqrt(alpha));

interp = cubic2d(Z,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,x,y, &grid_sag);
if (interp ==0) sag = std_sag1;

else sag = std_sag1+grid_sag;

/* okay, now with sag in hand, how far are we away in z? */
dz = sag - z;

/* now compute how far along the z axis this is */
/* note this will crash if n == 0!! */
t = dz / (UD->n);

/* for some aspheres, it is safer to use dz directly, as it is a smaller number */
/* the convergence will be slower if the ray angle is steep, fast if near parallel to the axis */

/* propagate the additional "t" distance */
x += UD->l*t;
y += UD->m*t;
z += UD->n*t;
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/* add in the optical path */
tp += t;

/* prevent infinte loop if no convergence */
loop++;
if (loop > 10000) return(-1);
}

/* okay, we should be a the intercept coordinates now */
UD->x = x;
UD->y = y;
UD->z = z;

/* don't forget the path! */
UD->path = tp;

if (interp ==0)
{
/* ray missed grid sag Z, now do the normals in the usual way */
zc = (UD->z) * FD->cv;
rad = zc * FD->k * (zc * (FD->k + 1) - 2) + 1;
casp = FD->cv / sqrt(rad);
alpha = -((UD->z) - ((1/FD->cv) - (UD->z) * FD->k)) * casp;
dx = (UD->x) * casp/alpha+cdx;
dy = (UD->y) * casp/alpha+cdy;
alpha = 1./sqrt(1+dx*dx+dy*dy);
UD->ln= alpha*dx;
UD->mn= alpha*dy;
UD->nn= -alpha;

}
else
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{

if (FD->param[4]!=0)
delta =FD->param[4];
/* now do the normals in my way */
interp = cubic2d(Z,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,x-delta,y,&gsxn);
if (interp==0) return(-1);
interp = cubic2d(Z,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,x+delta,y,&gsxp);
if (interp==0) return(-1);
interp = cubic2d(Z,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,x,y-delta,&gsyn);
if (interp==0) return(-1);
interp = cubic2d(Z,minx,maxx,miny,maxy,x,y+delta,&gsyp);
if (interp==0) return(-1);

p2 = (x+delta) *( x+delta) + y * y;
alpha = 1.0 - (1.0 + FD->k)*FD->cv*FD->cv*p2;
if (alpha < 0.0) return(-1);
stdxp = (FD->cv*p2)/(1.0 + sqrt(alpha));

p2 = (x-delta) *( x-delta) + y * y;
alpha = 1.0 - (1.0 + FD->k)*FD->cv*FD->cv*p2;
if (alpha < 0.0) return(-1);
stdxn = (FD->cv*p2)/(1.0 + sqrt(alpha));

p2 = x * x + (y+delta) * (y+delta);
alpha = 1.0 - (1.0 + FD->k)*FD->cv*FD->cv*p2;
if (alpha < 0.0) return(-1);
stdyp = (FD->cv*p2)/(1.0 + sqrt(alpha));

p2 = x * x + (y-delta) * (y-delta);
alpha = 1.0 - (1.0 + FD->k)*FD->cv*FD->cv*p2;
if (alpha < 0.0) return(-1);
stdyn = (FD->cv*p2)/(1.0 + sqrt(alpha));
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dx = (gsxp+stdxp-gsxn-stdxn)/(2*delta)+cdx;
dy = (gsyp+stdyp-gsyn-stdyn)/(2*delta)+cdy;

alpha= 1/sqrt(1+dx*dx+dy*dy);

UD->ln = alpha*dx;
UD->mn = alpha*dy;
UD->nn = -alpha;

if (Refract(FD->n1, FD->n2, &UD->l, &UD->m, &UD->n, UD->ln, UD->mn, UD->nn))
return(-FD->surf);

}
break;

case 6:
/* ZEMAX wants the index, dn/dx, dn/dy, and dn/dz at the given x, y, z. */

/* This is only required for gradient index surfaces, so return dummy values */
UD->index = FD->n2;
UD->dndx = 0.0;
UD->dndy = 0.0;
UD->dndz = 0.0;
break;
case 7:
/* ZEMAX wants the "safe" data. */
/* this is used by ZEMAX to set the initial values for all parameters and extra data */
/* when the user first changes to this surface type. */
/* this is the only time the DLL should modify the data in the FIXED_DATA FD structure */
for (i = 1; i <= 8; i++) FD->param[i] = 0.0;
for (i = 1; i <= 200; i++) FD->xdata[i] = 0.0;
break;
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case 8:
/* initialize grid data*/

sprintf(new_file_name, "C:\\ZEMAX\\Gridsag%d.zgs",(int) FD->param[0]);
stat(new_file_name, &attrib);

if (Z == 0) // first time initialize
{

Z = read_grid_sag(new_file_name,&minx,&maxx,&miny,&maxy);

strcpy(file_name,new_file_name);
strcpy(file_time,asctime(gmtime(&(attrib.st_mtime))));

}
else
{
strcpy(new_file_time,asctime(gmtime(&(attrib.st_mtime)))); // get the attributes of file
if ((strcmp(file_name,new_file_name)!= 0) ||(strcmp( file_time,new_file_time )!=0))
{
freearray2(Z);
Z = read_grid_sag(new_file_name,&minx,&maxx,&miny,&maxy);
strcpy(file_name,new_file_name);
strcpy(file_time,asctime(gmtime(&(attrib.st_mtime))));
}
}
if (Z!=0)
{
size2d(Z,&m,&n);
delta = (maxx-minx)/m/1000;
}

break;
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case 9:

break;
}
return 0;
}

int Refract(double thisn, double nextn, double *l, double *m, double *n, double ln, double mn, double nn)
{
double nr, cosi, cosi2, rad, cosr, gamma;
if (thisn != nextn)
{
nr = thisn / nextn;
cosi = fabs((*l) * ln + (*m) * mn + (*n) * nn);
cosi2 = cosi * cosi;
if (cosi2 > 1) cosi2 = 1;
rad = 1 - ((1 - cosi2) * (nr * nr));
if (rad < 0) return(-1);
cosr = sqrt(rad);
gamma = nr * cosi - cosr;
(*l) = (nr * (*l)) + (gamma * ln);
(*m) = (nr * (*m)) + (gamma * mn);
(*n) = (nr * (*n)) + (gamma * nn);
}
return 0;
}

double** array2(int nrows, int ncols)
{

double **array;
int i = 0;
array = (double **)malloc(nrows * sizeof(double *));
if(array == NULL)
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exit(1);

for( i = 0; i < nrows; i++)
{
array[i] = (double *)malloc(ncols * sizeof(double));
if(array[i] == NULL)
{
exit(1);
}
}

return array;
}

void freearray2(double **array)
{
int m,n,i;
size2d(array,&m,&n);
for( i = 0; i < m; i++)
free(array[i]);

}

int cubic2d(double** Zmatrix, double x1,double x2,double y1,double y2,double xi,double yi,double* zi)
{

int m,n,xl,yl;
double F,t0,t1,t2,s,t;

size2d(Zmatrix,&m,&n);
s = (xi-x1)/(x2-x1)*(m-1);
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t = (yi-y1)/(y2-y1)*(n-1);

xl = floor(s-1);
yl = floor(t-1);

if ((xl < 0)|| (ceil(s+1) >m-1)||(yl < 0)|| (ceil(t+1) > n-1) ) return 0;

s = s - floor(s);
t = t - floor(t);

t0 = ((2-t)*t-1)*t;
t1 = (3*t-5)*t*t+2;
t2 = ((4-3*t)*t+1)*t;
t = (t-1)*t*t;

F = ( Zmatrix[xl][yl] *t0

+ Zmatrix[xl][yl+1]*t1

+ Zmatrix[xl][yl+2]*t2

+

Zmatrix[xl][yl+3]*t )*(((2-s)*s-1)*s);
F += ( Zmatrix[xl+1][yl]*t0 + Zmatrix[xl+1][yl+1]*t1 + Zmatrix[xl+1][yl+2]*t2 +
Zmatrix[xl+1][yl+3]*t )*((3*s-5)*s*s+2);
F += ( Zmatrix[xl+2][yl]*t0 + Zmatrix[xl+2][yl+1]*t1 + Zmatrix[xl+2][yl+2]*t2 +
Zmatrix[xl+2][yl+3]*t )*(((4-3*s)*s+1)*s);
F += ( Zmatrix[xl+3][yl]*t0 + Zmatrix[xl+3][yl+1]*t1 + Zmatrix[xl+3][yl+2]*t2 +
Zmatrix[xl+3][yl+3]*t )*((s-1)*s*s);
*zi = F/4;
return 1;
}

double** read_grid_sag(char* file_path,double *xmin, double *xmax,double *ymin,double *ymax )
{

int m,n,i,j;
float temp = 0;
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double** Zmatrix;
FILE *fid;
if((fid =fopen( file_path, "r" ))==NULL)
{
return 0;
}

fscanf(fid,"%ld",&m);
fscanf(fid,"%ld",&n);
fscanf(fid,"%f",&temp);
*xmin = temp;
fscanf(fid,"%f",&temp);
*xmax = temp;
fscanf(fid,"%f",&temp);
*ymin=temp;
fscanf(fid,"%f",&temp);
*ymax = temp;

Zmatrix =array2(m,n);

for( i=0;i<m;i++)
{
fscanf(fid,"/n");
for ( j=0;j<n;j++)
{
fscanf(fid,"%f",&temp);
Zmatrix[i][j]=temp;
}

}
fclose( fid );
return Zmatrix;

}
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void zeroit(double **array)
{
int i, j,m,n;
size2d(array,&m,&n);
for(i = 0; i < m; i++)
{
for(j = 0; j < n; j++)
array[i][j] = 0;
}
}
void size2d(double **array,int *m,int *n)
{
*m = (int)_msize(array)/sizeof(double *);
*n = (int)_msize(array[0])/sizeof(double);
}
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APPENDIX C

THE SURFACE

VARNISHING PROCESS AND
MEASUREMENT
To test the optical surface with optical testing methods the optical surface cannot be
too rough or it will scatter most of the light in the test. During the fabrication process it is
sometimes impractical to polish the optical surface to the specular state required for
testing. In common optical shop practices, testing of rough optical surfaces is usually
done with two-wavelength spectacle interferometry or carbon dioxide interferometry.
However, there are drawbacks to both of these approaches. The two-wavelength speckle
interferometry can only scan the surface along one line. The carbon dioxide laser operates
at an invisible wavelength of 10.6um and requires of an expensive infrared detector.
Fringe contrast is also a problem.
The concept of surface processing using wax or varnish to increase surface
reflectivity has been reported before in two-wavelength interferometry [44].

The

waxing or varnishing process is usually easy to apply on a rough surface. With the wide
dynamic range, the grating-slit test device can greatly take advantage of the waxing or
varnishing process and be able to test a usually heavily distorted optical surface.
However, adding a layer of wax or varnish on the rough surface might increase the
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surface figure error and increase the measurement errors in the optical testing.

To

ensure the induced surface error is acceptable, a few experiments were done to measure
both the surface roughness change and the induced figure error.
Our first experimental object is again the heavily distorted surface that was tested in
Chapter 5. The optical surface was fabricated with 12um grit abrasives. After some
experiments, we chose the GRUMBACHER Damar Varnish out of 22 different types of
varnishes and waxes based on its superior reflectivity characteristics. To measure induced
surface figure errors, we used a stylus based 2D surface profilometer. The 2D
profilometer is estimated to have 1nm measurement precision [45]. Since this device can
only measure along one line, we took two measurements along the same line positions
before and after the varnishing process. This line is 83mm long and is centered near the
center of the optic. The two measurement results are overlapped and shown in the
following, Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1 The line scan measurements before and after the varnishing process. Please note that the
measurement results are so close that they overlap in this diagram. Vertical axis unit is in um’s and
lateral unit is in mm’s.

After removing the radius of curvature of each measurement, we can estimate the
surface micro roughness. The surface micro roughness from both measurements are
estimated to be 0.4183 um and 0.085 um for the ground glass and the varnished surface
respectively. These surface roughness measurement results are shown in the following
Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3.
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Figure 6-2 The surface roughness plot of the ground glass before the varnishing process. Vertical axis
units are micrometers and lateral units are millimeters.

Figure 6-3 The surface roughness plot of the varnished ground glass, please note that the center spike
is from the marking ink thickness, (marking ink was required to align the system to the measuring
equipment).

Vertical axis units are micrometers and lateral units are millimeters.

The subtraction of the two measurements raw data is shown in the following figure.
We can see from Figure 6-4 that most of the difference comes from the roughness of the
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ground glass surface (except the center spike which is from the marked ink).

After

applying a Gaussian filter to filter out the high frequency roughness component, the
surface figure error is shown in Figure 6-5 with an estimated RMS error 0.043um. This
surface figure error RMS number is about 10 times smaller than the micro roughness of
the ground glass. Thus, the introduced figure error is negligible when compared with the
micro roughness of the ground glass. From these measured results we can conclude that
using this type of varnish will not introduce a significant amount of surface figure error
resulting in an increase in measurement errors in the optical testing.

Figure 6-4 Subtraction of the measurements taken between the ground glass and varnished ground glass.
Vertical axis units are micrometers and lateral units are millimeters.
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Figure 6-5 The surface figure errors after removing high frequency components of the measurement
raw data subtraction. Please note that only the right side of the subtraction from Figure 6-4 is shown.

Conclusion:
We tested 22 different types of varnishes and waxes and chose the GRUMBACHER
Damar Varnish. This varnish reduces the surface micro roughness of ground glass and
makes the optical testing possible. The measured varnish induced surface figure error
is 10 times smaller than the micro surface roughness of the ground glass. As a result,
the varnish is suitable for the optical testing application.
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